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FOREWORD
This report gives results of two parallel and interdependent
studies carried out by Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.
at the Palo Alto Research Laboratories:
1. FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR AN ASTROMETRIC SPACE TELESCOPE
(Contract NAS2-11040, NASA/Ames)
2. FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A SPACE-BASED INTERFEROMETER
(Contract G68100-2050, California Space Institute)
Both studies were under the guidance of Dr. D. Black (NASA/ARC).
The technical monitor and NASA study manager was Mr. S. Rathjen.
The principal study personnel at LMSC were Drs. L. Bandermann
(study leader), N. Bareket and W. Metheny.
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SUMMARY
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The objective of this effort was to conduct a comparative
feasibility study of two concepts for an astrometric satellite:
a visual imaging telescope with a 16.5 meter focal length,
proposed by G. Gatewood (Allegheny Observatory), and a white-
light interferometer with a 15 meter baseline separation,
proposed by M. Shao (MIT).
The primary mission of the satellite would be to search for
extra-solar planets. Other astrometric programs identified in
this report and which could have a significant impact on a wide
range of astrophysical problems are also feasible with the
systems discussed here. The satellite would be a Shuttle-deployed
free-flyer with a nominal mission of 5 years. The instrument
would operate in the visible part of the spectrum, have primary
optics of about 1 meter diameter, and have a field-of-view (FOV)
diameter of 10 arcminutes. Measurement accuracy of relative star
positions to 1 micro-aresecond is required for the detection of
an earth-mass planet in a 5-year orbit around a K5 star at a
distance of 10 parsecs (32 light-years) from the Earth (baseline
task).
The imaging telescope is within the state-of-the-art, and a
conceptual baseline design was developed which uses available
technology. An improved baseline concept makes use of advances
in solid state detectors expected to occur in the next several
years. The photon-noise limited integration time for the baseline
task is 1-10 hours, depending on the exact nature of the stellar
reference frame and on the total photon efficiency. How closely
this limit can be approached depends on the development of an
optimal measurement algorithm and will require extensive modeling
of the system performance in the presence of systematic and random
vii
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errors identified in this report,
Our preferred baseline design for the imaging telescope has a
1 meter diameter parabolic primary mirror (no secondary mirror)
and an 8 meter focal length scaled down from 16.5 meters: There
is no significant loss of accuracy but a significant cost advan-
tage with this smaller system.
The overall length of the telescope system is 13 meters, and the
weight is 2900 kg. The rain structure is a thermally self-
compensating steel-aluminum metering truss supporting the telescope
and the spacecraft. The primary mirror focusses the starlight onto
a moving grating (Ronchi ruling) resulting in a modulated signal.
Information about the relative positions of the stars in the FOV
is encoded in the modulated signal. The grating is laser-stabilized
relative to the mirror. The FOV is imaged onto a set of four CCD
(Charge Coupled Device) arrays plus a separate detector for the
central bright star. The focal plane is passively cooled.
The spacecraft suggested for this system is the Multi-Mission
Modular Spacecraft (MMS). The MMS propulsion system is adequate to
boost the satellite from Shuttle handoff at 150 n.mi. to the
suggested operational a p titude of 325 n. mi. The total cost of
the system is $148M in constant 1982 dollars, which includes
$92 payload (instrument) and $56M spacecraft plus integration costs.
Comparison of the interferometer and the imaging telescope shows
that the interferometer has significantly better sensitivity.
However, there are two difficulties in obtaining sufficient
measurement accuracy with the interferometer: One lies with
instrumental errors, and the other with the fact that only a few
stars in the FOV can be observed simultaneously and are thus
available for reducing the systematic errors.
viii
Because of the instrumental errors the feasibility of the
interferomete. • is questionable, and a conceptual breakthrough
seems required. The principal difficulty lies with the metric
stability of the gratings on the two end mirrors. These gratings
are required (an acceptable alternatiie was not found) nor
measurement of the optical path difference between the two
interferometer arms for each star sharing the aperture.
In contrast with the imaging telescope, the interferometer
ibserves only a few stars simultaneously. For the initial
analysis it has been assume!. ~ iat four stars s.-wring the aperture
are sufficient. The feasibility of the interferometer depends on
that sufficiency, which needs to be established.
The number of monitored and actively controlled optical elements
is large compared to the imaging telescope, implying a much more
complex and therefore riskier system. Finally, the esimated cost
of ..he interferometer is significantly higher, namely $300M plus
spacecraft and integration.
The question of scaling down the interferometer and adapting an
existing spacecraft design (e.g. the MMS) requires further study.
Many error sources identified in this report can be eliminated by
calibrating all star channels simultaneously by observing the same
bright star at frequent time intervals (star switching). For
planetary detection a sufficiently bright star is always available.
In other applications where no such star is in the FOV, the
feasibility of this technique is uncertain. A larger baseline and
larger end mirrors would ease the problem but increase the diffi-
culty of manufacturing and maintaining the required optical
tolerances, whereas the reverse would be true for a scaled-down
system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The space environment offers major advantages for astromony, due
to the absence of gravity and of the atmosphere. Astronomy is con-
cerned with basically two types of observations: (i) the energy
distribution of the radiation of astronomical sources, as a func-
tion of wavelength, and (ii) the position of astronomical sources.
In general, the larger the collecting area of a telescope, the
greater its ability to provide better spectral as well as position-
al data. Therefore, there is a drive toward very large apertures
in space (viz. Space Telescope (ST); Large Deployable Reflector
(LDR)). However, for positional astronomy, large gains over ground
based instruments can be obtained with space-based systems of
relatively small apertures (-1-m diameter) and operating in the
visible.
This report gives the results of a comparative feasibility study
conducted on the cor_cept level for two visual, space-based
astrometric systems: an imaging telescope and an interferometer,
both with collecting apertures of about 1-m diameter. A :?uiabar
of fundamental problems can be addressed with the proposed Systems,
foremost among them being the existence and statistics of )th-^,r
planetary systems. The systems can also provide a better calibration
of certain fundamental astrophysical quantities. The expense of
a rather specialized instrument is therefore far outweighed by
the potential of major advances in astronomy and astrophysics.
1-1
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1.2 Ground versus Space
Theoretically, there is a gain of several. orders of magnitude in
astrometric accuracy by going from ground to space. For a perfect
detector the error in position determination after an integration
time of t seconds for ground-based observations is
ag = aAt-1/2 aresec	 (1-1)
where the value of aA depends on the seeing at the observation
site. For the Allegheny Observatory QA= 0.065. For observations
from space, the photon-noise limit for measurements of the position
accuracy is
Q = Resolution	 i1.2)
s	 SNR
where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio given by
SNR = A 'TI N  t
	 (1-3)
and A is the collecting area, n the photon efficiency, N the
photon rate from the target object. For an imaging telescope of
1 m diameter and efficiency 0.2 we find for an eleventh magnitude
star a s = 10 -4 /Ft aresec - a factor of 600 better than (1-1). A
further gain can be obtained by using two apertures with a large
baseline separation, L» D, i.e. using interfe:ometry, since the
resolution is proportional to L -1 rather than D-1.
I
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1.3 Other Space-Based Systems
There are currently two space-based systems with astrometric
capabilities: the Space Telescope (ST), now under construction,
and HIPPARCHOS, currently in design. The ST will have an accuracy
of about 2 milli-acrseconds, comparable to present ground-based
systems. The ST was not specifically designed for astrometry. By
contrast, HIPPARCHOS is an astrometric survey instrument which
will conduct parallax measurements for a large number of stars
(10 4 ) in d relatively short time (2 years). Its expected accuracy
is only 1 milli-aresecond on average. Consequently, there are
no current or planned srace-based systems with the accuracy
proposed for the concepts discussed in this report, namely one
micro-aresecond.
1.4 Science Potential
The science utility of the instrument will depend on the number
and type of programs carried out, as measured against the total
cost. Scoping this utility, we considered (i) the available time
budget; (ii) the kind of observations possible for a given level
of performance (e.g. relative position accuracy in a standard
integration time); and (iii) instrumental and mission-related
limitations.
1.4.1 Time Budget
The baseline task is to detect an earth-mass planet in a 5-year
orbit around a KS star 10 parsecs (32 light-years) from the earth.
This task requires a stellar reference frame stable to 10
-6 aresec.
Fig. 1-1 shows the number of stars of magnitude m in the nominal
10x10 arcmin field-of-view (FOV), as a function of galactic
latitude. If we assume 5-10 stars are required to establish such
a reference frame (this is probably a minimum number), then such
stars are typically fainter than 15th magnitude. If in fact all
1-3
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stars with m>15 in the FOV are used, then the photon-noise
limited integration time for the generally slower of the two
instrument concepts, the imaging telescope, is less than 1/n
hours, where n is the total photon efficiency. It seems unlikely
that n<0.1; therefore the integration time is 10 hours or less.
If we assume that the time during which the FO's of the sensor
is eclipsed by the earth is lost (some recovery of that time by
retargeting for other programs will be possible) the number of
usable hours in S years is about 26,000. If we further assume
that SO data points on the orbit of the star are required for
measurement of the planetary perturbation, each star will require
S00 hours. Thus 50 stars could be surveyed in S years for the
presence of earth-mass companions. For a double-barrel telescope
(a concept proposed in Sec. 3) the number would be 100. Thus a
relatively large number of stars could be surveyed for the
existance of such planets.
Considerably more stars could be surveyed for the presence of
massive planets since the required accuracy is much less: the
perturbation of the parent star by a planet is
o = u d/a	 (1-4)
where u is the planet/star mass ratio, d the star-planet separation
(orbit radius), and o the distance to the star. Table 1-1 shows
that at 10 pc the perturbation of a solar-mass star by giant
planets is several hundred micro-aresec. The required reference
frame accuracy is therefore only hundreds of micro-aresec, and
the corresponding observation time less than 10 -4 of that required
for detection of earth-mass planets. Thus a vast number of stars
can be surveyed for massive planets or other dark companions. This
implies that significant statistics on planetary systems can be
1-5
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TABLE 1-1
PERTURBATION OF SUN IN 10 -6ARCSEC BY THE PLANETS
(as seen from a distance of 10 pc)
Mercury 0.062 Jupiter S00
Venus 0.17 Saturn 274
Earth 0.30 Uranus 83
Mars 0.049 Neptune 160
1-6
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obtained in 5 years and, in addition, other important programs
may also be carried out.
1.4.2 Astrometry Programs
Significant problems in astronomy are addressed by accurate
star position measurements. Several candidate programs listed
in Table 1-2 show that an important result could be the more
precise calibration of key astrophysical parameters. Some of
the programs may require a QSO as reference object. About 103
QSOs are presently catalogued. Assuming a random distribution
on the sky there is a chance 1:1000 of having one in a 10x10
arcmin FOV. This number is small; however, the number of known
QSOs will undoubtedl y increase rap idly in the future due to
better instrumentation.
Important astrophysical problems which could be addressed with
these instruments include the period-luminosity relation and
the cluster HR diagram. More speculative endeavours are the
more precise measurement of the orbit of Pluto (search for a
tenth planet?), parallaxes and secular parallaxes of QSOs,
search for black holes by the study of a visible companion,
and perhaps gravitational lens objects.
Few of the programs listed in Table 1-2 require a measurement
accuracy of 10 -6 aresec but a factor 1-100 less , and they are
therefore feasible with significantly reduced instrument accuracy.
1.4.3 Limitations
Program limitations arise from the limited spatial resolution of
an instrument and from excessively long integration times for
a given accuracy.
1-7
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The resolution of the imaging system is basically limited to
the angle a/D, which is about 0.1 aresec (D-1 m, a = 5500 R). For
an interferometer with baseline L, the resolution is typically A/L.
Thus where high resolution is required, the interferometer has a
significant advantage, e.g. for the study of close binaries for
which the telescope resolution may be marginal.
The observation time for a given program depends on the the time
required to establish a sufficiently precise reference frame, formed
by say N field stars, and on the precision with which a target
star is to be measured against the frame. Typically, the relative
precision in the target position is equal to or better than that
for the reference frame. Suppose we have a bright target star of
magnitude M, and NM (faint) reference stars of magnitude m each.
Establishing the reference frame to an accuracy 6 requires the
time t = tm/Nml where tm is the centroiding time for a star of mag-
nitude m. Similarly, establishing the target star with the same
precision requires the integration time t M . The ratio is
time, reference _ 10 0.4(m-M) /N
	 (1-5)time, target	 m
If, for example, m = 15, M=7, Nm=25 then the ratio is about 70, i.e.
it takes much longer to establish the reference frame than measure
the target against it. If, on the other hand, mM, the opposite is
true. Consequently, the program time for targets as faint as 18-20
magnitude may be many hours. As an example, for M=20, the integration
time for 10 -3 aresec accuracy is 360 hours for the astrometric
telescope. A serious question to be asked is whether during suci,
long integration times systematic errors could creep into the
measurement which invalidate the (theoretical) assumed basis for
calculating the instrument accuracy in the first place.
1-9
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2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS
2.1 Summary
In this chapter we discuss basic issues applicable to both
instruments, namely the orbit (Sec. 2.2), straylight (Sec. 2.3),
image motions (Sec. 2.4) and structure (Sec. 2.5).
A circular orbit of 325 m.mi. altitude and 28.5 0 inclination
is proposed on the basis of orbit life time. Optimization of the
orbit requires urther study. The discussion of straylight
centers on the contamination of weak star images (e.g. reference
stars) by a bright FOV star, and on straylight from the sun.
As structural material we consider metal-matrix composites now
under development optimal. The major effect of star motion is
due to velocity aberration and must be taken into account in the
data processing since the motion is much larger than the relative
position accuracy sought.
2..' Orbit
2.2.1 Selection Considerations
The selection of an appropriate orbit considers
1. the life of the mission
2. the target accessibility
3. communication and data transfer capability
4. the radiation hazard (component life)
S. the the rr ,a l / ?ynaniii cal env i ron ent
as well as cost of deployment, service, retrieval and rescue.
2-1
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The lifetime and decay history of the orbit depends on the
ballistic coefficient of the satellite, the initial orbital
parameters 4ad on the launch date. The ballistic coefficient is
B - 0.5 CD A/M	 (2-1)
where C6v2 for most configurations, A the cross-sectional area
and M the mass of the satellite. For a given initial altitude,
the orbit lifetime is proportional to 1/B. For the two baseline
sensors,
B - 0.018 m 2 /kg (telescope)
= 0.021 M2 /kg (interferometer)
if the maximum cross-sectional area faces the flight direction.
To calculate a minimum orbit altitude, we assume a random orientation
of the sensor relative to the orbit direction over the lifetime of
the mission. The effective B-values are then smaller by about r/4.
Fig. 2-1 shows the anticipated variation of orbit life with launch
data and orbit altitude. The variation with launch date reflects
the changes in atmospheric conditions over a 11-year solar cycle.
The ballistic coefficient for Fig. 2-1 is 0.01 m 2 /kg. The orbit
life varies by several years, depending on initial altitude. In
choosing a minimum altitude, a certain safety factor should be
considered. However, as Fig. 2-1 s=ows tha orbit life increases
rapidly with altitude above about 300 n.mi. Thus the incremental
altitude (to allow for that safety factor) may be rather small.
I
For a ballistic coefficient of 0.015 m`/kg characteristic for
the astrometric sensors, a S-year orbit life can be obtained with
an initial altitude of about 32S n.mi.
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The target viewing capability depends on orbit properties, time
of year, and on requirements for uinimum straylight (from sun,
e°.rth, moon and other bright objects outside the FOV). The task
of determining the accessibility of a target and of scheduling
various program missions is complex and outside the scope of this
study. Fig 2-2 shows that severe viewing constraints can reduce
the Accessibility drastically. If no viewing constraints exist then,
on average, the target accessibility is 60-70% of the orbit time
(typically the fraction of time during which the FOV is not eclipsed
by the earth's disk). The fraction will be somewhat larger, if
retargeting during FOV eclipse by the earth is carried out. If the
sensor is constrained to viewing within the earth's shadow, the
target accessibility is only 20-30% (cf. Table 2-1).
The average fractional time of shadow viewing varies with altitude
and inclination of the orbit in the manner shown in Fig. 2-3.
Decreasing the orbit altitude (from the nominal 325 n.mi.) increases
the shadow time slightly. A lower inclination than 28.5 0 would also
have more shadow viewing. But the gain in time is rather small, and
inclination change is an expensive orbit maneuver (requiring a tug)
not recommended here.
Require-:i,nts for communication and data transfer to the ground are
compatible with the proposed orbit.
The component life is shortened by exposure to high-energy radiation
in space. The exposure generally increases with increasing inclination
1	 and altitude (Fig. 2-4). At the proposed altitude, some effects
can be expected in 5 years, such as glass darkening. Since orbit
life increases with increasing al*_ituee, some compromise orbit can
be found minimizing radiation damage and maximizing lifetime.
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TABLE 2-1
ORBIT INCLINATION VS. TARGET ACCESSIBILITY
Target Region Percent Viewing Time During Year
unconstrained (shadow)
i n 0 i-28.5 i-62.5 i-90
Galactic poles 63 (22) 64	 (22) 69	 (19) 61-72 (17-22)
Central Milky Way 63 (22) 64	 (22) 69	 (19) 61-72 (17-22)
Planets tit (22) 63	 (22) 68	 (. 19) 61-99 (15-28)
LMC, SMC 100 (36) 77	 (2 7 ) 63	 X 19) 62 (18)
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The thermal and dynamical environment of a low-altitude orbit
is characterized by large spatial and temporal gradients. The
thermal gradients can be reduced by shielding (multilayer insulation)
and selective heating. The gravity gradient torques can be reduced
by designing the satellite's inertia ellipsoid to be either
nearly spherical or with the major axis pointed vertically. Both
solutions in general incur weight penalties. The alternative,
suggested here, is to live with the gradients and provide sufficient
torquing capability from the spacecraft.
2.2.2 On-Orbit Torques
Solar radiation pressure, aerodynamic drag, and gravity-gradient
s.nd cross-orbit torques tend to rotated the sensor system about its
center of mass. By far the largest effect is due to gravity-gradient
and cross-orbit torques.
(i) An upper limit to the solar radiatio>> pressure torque is
2rAE/c, where r the torque arm (CG offset), A the cross-sectional
area of the satellite, E=1.4 kW/m 2 , and c the speed of light. Setting
Setting A= 100 m 2 (solar arrays 45 m 2 , telescope 30 m2 , spacecraft
2S m 2 ), and r = l m, we find the torque to be 5x10
-4
 N.m.
(ii) At 325 n.mi., the aerodynamic drag is about 7x10 -6 N.m -2 ; using
similar values for A and r we obtain a torque similar to that of
radiation pressure.
(iii) Gravity-gradient and cross-orbit torques are substantial on
large space systems. The torque is
T =
	 ( I11 - I 33 ) S2 2	 ( 2 -3)
where I11 and I 33 are the largest and smallest moments of inertia,
2-9
a is the orbital angular rate. For the baseline systems,
(111-133) is of the order of 5xl0 4 kg.mz , and Q = 10 -3 rad/s;
hence this torque is of order 0.1 N.m - more than 3 orders of
magnitude larger than the other two torques. As a result of the
torque, after a time t, the rotation rate of the vehicle would
be
w	 Sz 2 t [rad/s'	 (2-4)
and the field (10 arcmin diameter) would drift by in about 1 min.
Consequently, the instrument must be guided.
2.3 Straylight
Straylight from bright objects in and outside the FOV decrease
the SNR and, depending on how non-uniform the distribution is,
affect the apparent position of the stars. An exact treatment
of this problem awaits a more precise definition of the optical
trains and mission scenarios.
2.3.1 Bright Star in FOV
Light from a bright star in the FOV is diffracted and scattered
to the image location of faint stars. For simplicity we assume
the star to be at the FOV center, of magnitude M, and a faint
reference star of magnitude m at an angular distance A
from the center. We shall compare the photon rates, from the
reference star, frc:i the sky background, and the scattered and
diffracted light of the bright star, at 0.
2-10
(i) Photons from field star
The spectral flux from a star of visual magnitude m is
f X = 10-0.4m-8.43 [ergs.cm- 2R-ls-1^
	
(2-6)
near 5500	 For an optical bandpass of 3000, the photon rate
is
vm = 3.1x1010-0.4m CS
- 1 1 	 (2-7)	 i
onto a 1-m 2 aperture. The rate is plotted in Fig. 2-5 against m.
The photon rate onto an Airy disk is approximately
Rm = 0. 84 v 	 (2-8)
(ii) Sky Background
The diffuse sky background consists of zodiacal light, integrated
starlight, and diffuse galactic light. The sky brightness is com-
monly expressed in units of equivalent brightness of 10th (vis)
magnitude stars per square degree, S10(V)
1 S 10 (V) = 3x10 6 photons.in -2
s
-l deg - 2	 (2-9)
for an optical bandpass 4000-7000 R. The photon rate on an Airy
disk is
vb = 3x106(2.D4 a ) 2 4 180 )2	 Cs-11	 (2-10)
= 0.014 D-2 s-l^
where D is in meters.
The zodiacal light is sunlight scattered by interplanetery dust;
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Fig. 2-5 Photon rate to 1 m2
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which is minimum in the anti-solar direction, about 80 S 1O (V) abd
increases with decreasing solar elongation in a manner shown in
Fig. 2-6. The integrated starlight is light of unresolved stars.
Usually all stars dimmer than 6th magnitude are included, whereas
we shall include only stars dimmer than 15th magnitude, since
we asssume that 15th magnitude stars may serve as reference frame
stars. The total brightness of stars with m>15 is about 24 S1O(V);
if only 21st magnitude stars and fainter are included in the
integrated starlight, the brightness is only 2 S 1O (V). The diffuse
galactic light is starlight scattered by interstellar dust and
amounts to about 20 S 10 (V) in the galactic plane.
The sum of the three backgrounds is thus about 100 S l ,(V) or
greater, depending mainly on solar elongation angle. Therefore
Rsky = 1.4 D
-2 [
s -1]
	
(2-11)
where the aperture diameter D is in meters.
(iii) Diffraction o f bright star by aperture.
For a circular aperture of diameter D, the rate of photons to an
Airy disk at a distance 0 is
V D2 
^ 
X 
	 (Yf 
n	 (2-12)RM 	 M 
a	
(n_D O^
	 4
3.2x10-10-0.4M D-30-3 	 C S- ^,
(iv) Scattering by Mirror Surface
MIcrostructure of the mirror surface scatters light of the bright
star to the field star at O. The rate is
RS = vM BRDF(0)	 [s -13	 (2-13)
where
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BRDF ( 8) _ 3x10 -18 , 	cos28	 (std-1,
3.8x2+sin29
(2-14)*
and x is in meters. Since x«g«1, we have BRDF(8)=3x10 - 18/x 9
Therefore
RS = 4.3x10-7-
0.4MD -2e-2	 [S-1]	 (2-15)
(v) Ripple diffraction
Small undulations of the mirror surface, of a coherence length
much smaller than the mirror d'.ameter but much larger than for
surface roughness, act much like a diffraction grating. If a is
the ripple amplitude, z the coherence length, then the angular
position of the first diffraction maximum is at 8-x/R, and the
photon rate, per m2 aperture area, onto an Airy disk is
Z.4,r 2 a2R
kr = v M n (^--^ TD	 (2-16)
= 6.5x10-17-0.4Ma28-1D-1 
[s
-
1]
(vi) Diffraction by FOV obstruction
Obstruction of the FOV by the focal plane and its support causes
photon diffraction. Assume a simple rectangular obstruction of
length D and width W. The diffraction is greatest perpendicular
to the orientation of the obstruction, and the photon rate is
* Large Deployable Reflector (LDR), LMSC Final Report, NASA CR-
152402 (1980).
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4	 2.4A 2 n	 (2-17)Ro vM^ -^-
= 5.7x10-3-0.4M 
D
-2e-2 [s-1]
(vii) Scattering by Dust
If dN(a) is the number ofdust particles per unit area on the
primary mirror, with radii between a and (a+da), then
RD = vM (7'	 a4dN(a)(?	 ) 
2 
4	 (2-18)
Assuming dN(a) corresponds to a Class 100,000 cloan room, the
integral in (2-18) is equal to 7.5x10 -14m 2 . Hence
RD = 0.11x10 -0.4M
 D -2	 Es -1,	 (2-19)
Table (2-2) summarizes the results from (i)-(vii) and gives the
rates in units of the rate from a 21st magnitude star which may be
considered a faint reference star, and for M=7 (;CS star at 10 pc).
Table 2-2 shows the dependence on M and on the angle 8. Mirror rip-
ple and diffraction by the focal plane are the two largest effects.
Suppose that a stellar reference frame is to be established using a
all 21st magnitude reference stars in the nominal 10x10 arc.nin
FOV* Then there will be several within 1 arcmin distance from the
bright star. Fig. 2-7 indicates that straylight from that star can
be a serious contaminant for such faint stars.
W_
Fig. 1-1 indicates ther3 are about 1P such stars.
LMSC-D870885
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TABLE 2-2
STRAYLIGHT
(Photon rate on Airy disk, units:photons/s)
Rate
	
Normalized Rate
Star of magnitude m
Minimum Sky
Diffraction of star M
Mirror scattering
Mirror ripple
FOV obstruction
Dust on Mirror
0.88x3.lx1010-0.4m
1.4 D-2
3.2x1010-0.411 D-3e-3
4.3x10-7-0.4M D-2e-2
6.5x1017-0.4M ate-1D-1
5.3x10-3-0.4M D-2e-2
1.1x10-0.1-0.4M D-2
1
0.014
2.0x10-4
7.8x10-5
0.31
0.96
1.7x10-6
* M-7, m= 21, 8-1 1 , D a l, a-30X
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2.3.1 Strayl :^ ght from Sun
If the sun is at an el-ngation less
nates the inside of the telescope b
onto the primary mirror and then to
the effective absorption of photons
quired to keep the solar straylight
ness. The geometry is shown in Fig.
inside the barrel is small compared
The rate of photons to the spot is
than 90 0 it partially illumi-
arrel. Some photons are scattered
the focal plane. We estimate
by the baffles, which is re-
below the minimum sky brightness.
2-8. The sun - illuminated spot
with the barrel length, L.
10-0.4m	 2	 r
-1]Fo = 3.1x10 	o (nD/4)cos 9 Ls	 (2-20)
and mo =-2b.74, the visual magnitude of the Sun. If the effective
photon absorption at the inside of the barrel is s, then (sFon)
photons reach the mirror, where a^ is solid angle subtended by the
mirror at the spot.. Since D « L, Q=D`/8L". To simplify the calcu-
lation, assume that the mirror is illuminated uniformly by the
solar photons scattered to it. Photons are scattered by the mirror
into a unit solar angle at the rate
where 9 is the mirror scattering function (BRDF) averaged over
the surface (i.e. over scattering angles ^). Now
3x10 -18 ^	 cos ^	 \
W 	 ("'-2')S = —^—_ 3.8 2 	"+sin y 
_ 'l 	 I'In	 DP	 (2-23)
Inserting the result into (2-21) gives
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r = 0.5sFo 3x1— In DAL	 (2-24)
a	 2 3.8a
and for the radiance
_	
Ito= 7.6x10 15 s ln` D— L^^ cos 8 rm -2 s -i std J(2-25)
L 2x10	 y
For A =60 0 we find Ito =5x10 16 s. By comparison, the minimum sky is
(cf. Sec.2.3.1(ii)) about 10 12 (m -2 s -l std - 1 ). Thus the effective
absorption by the baffles inside the telescope barrel must be
better than 2x10-5.
r
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2.4 Stellar Image Motions
2.4.1 Summary
Stars in the FOV show relative motion because of motion either
relative to distant stars or .between star and the orbiting
satellite. The motion is in some cases much greater than the
accuracy of relative star r3sition desired, as Table 2-3 shows.
2.4.2 Velocity aberration
Because of the motion of the satel l ite around the earth (and
the earth around the s,*n) the light from any star is aberrated -
a well-known relativistic effect. If the satellite moves toward
• field of stars, their angular separation is larger, and if it
moves away, smaller than if there were no relative motion. The
situation is illustrated in Fig-2-9 with two stars, 1 and 2,
and three satellite positions in the orbit, A, B s::. C. ,At A,
star 2 is shifted toward 1, at C away from 1 by the same amount as
at A. At B both images are shifted in the direction of the satel-
lite motion (transverse Doppler effect). If 9 is the actual
angular position of star 1 (measured relative to the direction
of satellite motion), then the apparent position is 8' where
tan 9' = 1-v2/c" v
sin + e cos 8	 (2-26)
If v=7.5 km.s -1 and the angular separation of the two stars is
10 arcmin, then the shift in position as function of orbit angle
is as given in Table 2-4. The maximum relative aberration of the
two stars is at 8=0 0 and 180 0 , about 15,000 micro-aresec. There-
fore, during half an orbit, the relative position of two stars in
the FOV can change by as much as 30,000 micro-aresec.
2-22
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TABLE 2-3
MOTION OF STARS IN FOV
Cause Period Absolute Relative
(10
-6 s)
Velocity Aberration 1.5 hr
Satellite 1x107 3x104
Earth 1 yr 4x107 1x105
Parallax *
Satellite 1.5 hr 86/d similar
Earth 1 yr 2x106/d it
Projection - several 100 it
General Relativity
Earth 1.5	 hr 500 2x10-3
Sun	 (90 0	El.) 1 yr 8000 4x10-2
Star spots any cf. Sec. 2.4.6
Proper motion - cf. Sec. 2.4.7
Multiple systems any cf. Sec. 2.4.8
W---
d= distance in parsecs
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TABLE 2-4
STELLAR ABERRATION
(10 -3 deg)
ORBIT POSITION Star 1 Star 2 Difference
0 0. -0.004167 0.004167
10 0.238727 0.244622 0.004105
30 0.716182 0.712571 0.003611
50 1.097260 1.094578 0.002682
70 1.345999 1.344568 0.001431
90 1.432390 1.432389 0.000001
110 1.346021 1.347441 -0.001420
130 1.097295 1.099969 -0.002674
150 0.716213 0.719818 -0.003605
170 0.248739 0.252841 -0.004102
180 0. 0.004167 -0.004167
2-25
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2.4.3 Parallax
Because of the motion of the earth about the sun, the position
of a star relative to a fixed point (say the direction of the
sun's motion) varies by 2p in a year, where p is the parallax
of the star in aresec. If the star lies in the earth's orbit plane
the star's motion is along a straight line, to-and-fro; in
general the motionis an ellipse. If one star is 10 pc distant,
another 10 3 pc, the differential motion between the stars during
a year is 0.2 aresec.
The parallax due to the satellite motion is smaller by the ratio
(satellite orbit radius/earth orbit radius)-Sx10-S.
2.4.4 Projection Effect
Although the actual motion of a star (relative to distant stars)
may be a straight line, the motion appears accelerated since it
is seen by us in projection. Fig. 2-10 shows the star-observer
geometry. The angles m l and 0, are not the same; in fact, using
trigonometric relations between the various parameters defined in
Fig. 2-10 and the fact that 0 1 ,0,<<1, we find the difference to
be approximately equal to .01. For nearby stars, the annual proper
motion is typically a few aresec. If we let o 1 =S aresec, then
0 1 -o., = 250 micro-aresec. For very 	 distant stars such as may be
used for a reference frame, say 21st mag stars at S kpc, the
effect is negligible.
2.4.5 Bending of Starlight
Starlight is bent toward the observer by the gravitating earth
(and sun as well). C3nsider Fig. 2-11: If the impact parameter of
a star ray is r and M the mass of the earth, then the angle is
1
2-26
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d
Since r=k, 0=2SOx10-6arc
orbit, the star position
The shift will be nearly
the difference is
2GM	 (2-2$)
r=
sec. Therefore, over one satellite
will shift by about 500x10 -6 aresec.
the same for all stars in the FOV,
6^ _ ^ r	 (2-28)
If two stars are 10' apart, then
r-6r . cos 10'	 (2-29)
r
Thus 6r/r=4.2x10 -6 ; this gives
bm=10 -9 aresec	 (2-30)
The effect	 by	 the Sun is about 16 times larger for stars at
elongation angles 900
2.4.6 Star Spots
Dark regions on a stellar disk will cause a shift in the photo=
metric center . These regions are of a temporary nature and
they rotate with the star also. Therefore there will be a contin-
ual shifting of the photometric center as the regions wax and
wanve and the star rotates. Fig. 2-12 represents a stellar disk
a dark spot at a distance a from the center and of diameter (2a)
The photometric center is	 at a distance r from the center
of the disk, where
2-29
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r - ao 2 /R2	(2-31)
The barycenter of the earth-sun system is at a distance dm/M
from the center of the sun where d-1 AU, m/M the earth/sun mass
ratio. If this distance were to be equal to r, then
p2/R2-(d/a)(m/M)
	
(2-32)
If a-R, then p/R-1/40, and the area of the dark region would be
about 10 -3 of the solar disk. Clearly, dark regions can produce
significant shifts of the photometric center -
comparable to the gravitational perturbation of a star by a small
planet.
2.4.7 Proper Motion.
For the first 25 stars in the solar neighborhood, listed by Allen,
A.Q., we find the following:
average absolute magnitude 10
average apparent magnitude 8
average distance 4.5 pc
average proper motion 10/d, d-distance in pc
If a star with these parameters were at a distance of d pc, its
magnitude would be (disregarding interstellar extinction)
MV - 10+51og(dpc /10)	 (2-33)
and the proper motion
Allen, C. W., "Astrophysical (quantities," 3rd Ed., The Athlone
Pr:Ss , 1973
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}
u - 102-0.2mV	
aresec.yr -1
	
(L-34)
Thus an "average" neighborhood ' star moved to a distance where
its apparent magnitude is iS would have a proper motion of
0.1 aresec /yr. or 10 -S aresec /hr. The relative motion of stars
would be of the same order. Since the integration time calculatod
I
or establishing a reference frame to 10
-6 a_•csec from all t.Sth
.aabnitude stars in the FOV of the ast:ometric telescope is 10 hours, -
dept^nding on the total photon efficiency, wr see that the relativ3
motion of these stars (due to their proper motion) in the same
time is much larger.
2.4.8 Unresolved Double Star
Consider the double star system, Fig. 2-13. The masses cf the
components are M and m, and their respective luminosities B and
b. The location of the photometric center is at a distance
r - (-BQ+bq)/(B+b)	 (2-35;
I ron the center of mass (C..) . Since
a - aM/(M +m) 	 (2-36)
Q - am/(M-m)
we find
r =( Mm - ^) a	 (2-37)
For the example aCen, M/m-1.24, B/b-3.44, and r/a-0.22. Consider
now the non-linear component of the motion of the photometric
center as the system rotates (Fig. :-13b). Suppose the center
moves over an arclength (r4) in a certain time t during which
several position measurements are made by the astrometric sensor
(probably at equal time intervals). The deviation from a straight
2-32
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line drawn between the first and last position is
0 = 0.5r (1 - cos T)
LMSC-D87088S
(2-38)
Inserting the value of r from (2-37) and also assuming a random
orientation of the orbit relative to us, we have
o/a = ( Mm - B-^)$ (1 - cos e)	 (2-39)
Suppose aCen were move to a distance where it became a 21st mag
system, namely 4700 pc (actual distance 1.34 pc), and suppose that
8 corresponds to the angle of rotation for a time period of 5
years (orbital period of aCen 80 yrs); then 9=0.39 rad and since
a=17.6 aresec, we find for the deviation of the motion of the
photometric center from a straight line the value
o= 1. 34
	 aresec	 (2-40)
= 8.2x10
-6
 aresec
The deviation is therefore larger than the nominal reference frame
accuracy sought (10 -6 aresec).
2.4.9 Summary
The absolute and relative motion of stars in the FOV exceeds the
position accuracy goal of the instruments by orders of magnitude.
In trying to determine a star's position relative to others from
a limited set of observation over a limited time, it will be chal-
lenging in data reduction to account for these motions properly,
even linear motions: Black and Scargle* for example, recently showed
that the period and amplitude of a star's periodic motion can be
seriously underestimated by mistakenly absorbing the linear compo-
nent of the star's motion into its proper motion.
'On  the _atection of Other Planetary Systems," D.C. Black and J.D.
Scargle, NASA/Ames Research Center Astronomy and Astrophysics Preprint
(1980)
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2.5 Structure
2.5.1 Deployment
The proposed baseline systems have the maximum dimensions (16.S-m
focal length of telescope; 15 m baseline of interferometer) chosen
to be near the practical limit for undeployed systems storable in
the STS payload bay. The typical diameter of the systems is, by
contrast, relatively small compared to the STS payload bay diameter.
For greater volume efficiency and for reduction of launch costs, we
suggest that both systems have deployable structures. If then only
1/2 or 2/3 of the STS payload bay were used, the launch costs could
be shared with other payloads. In fact, our baseline concept designs
reflect that intention: the telescope sL:ucture is a set of nested
cylindrical barrels while the interferometer has a truss design which
folds once in the middle. The mechanisms can be so designed that the
fully deployed structures, when locred in place, are as rigid as non-
deployed ones. A weight and cost penalty is, however, incurred due
to additional mechanisms, design complexity and testing requirements.
2.5.2 Materials
Requirements for structure materials are high stiffness, low weight,
low thermal expansion, known and stable material properties, simple
manufacturing techniques and low cost.
Metal matrix composities, like Gr/Al, Gr/Mg, now under development
have superior thermal and mechanical properties (Fig. 2-15) but are
costly in terms of both, raw material and design and manufacture of
structure components. They are generally non-isotropic and it is not
yet well known how the properties change with time in a space envi-
ronment
Graphite-epoxy is further devloped than Gr/metal, is less expensive
but also non-isotropic. Furthermore, it suffers from moisture absorption
and outgassing.
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Metals (aluminum, steel, titanium) are isotropic, with well known
characteristics and known long term behavior, having been used in
space structures for some time. They are least expensive but the
bulk thermal/mechanical properties are poorer than those of the Gr/
metals or Gr/Ep 'Fig. 2-15). However, moderate size structures can be
designed to be stiff and thermally inert.
For the full baseline systems (>lS m overall length) we suggest
Gr/AL or Gr/Mg for optimal passive inertial/thermal performance
assuming that the manufacturing and design challenges are met in
the (yet unspecified) timeframe of the sensors. As a compromise,
to save cost, Gr/Ep is suggested. The savings are in the neighbor-
hood of $10-20M but do not reflect a possible cost penalty deriving
from a greater need for more active vibration or thermal control.
The cost estimates given for the baseline systems (in Secs. 3 and 4)
assume Gr/Ep structures.
2.5.3 Vibration Control
Vibration of the structure can introduce random and systematic
errors in stellar position measurements. Therefore the vibration
sources must be identified and the frequency spectrum and amplitudes
characterized. This task requires a rather detailed definition
of the sensor system and of the operational scenario, which is not
available at this conceptual stage of the system. Potential
sources of vibration are
- focal plane motion (i.e. motion of Ronchi ruling
in case of the telescope)
- station-keeping devices (e.g. wheels)
- actuators
- any fluid motion (e.g. slushing of propellants)
- microcracks and battery "burbs"
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Vibration control methods and devices can be tailored to specific
frequency and amplitude domains. Recent studies at Lockheed (ACOSS)
indicate that even for very large, flexible and heavy structures
active control iaethodz are capable of reducing, for example, line-
of-sight excursions (jitter) by many orders of magnitude: One paper
study of .3 28 m long, 9000 kg, multi-mirror system showed LOS
excursion reductions to 10 -5
 aresec. Laboratory verifications of
this capability are, however, quite far from this goal.
2.5.4 Thermal Control
Variations in the thermal load on the structure can cause deformation
and result in tilt and piston errors in the optical path. They can
be minimized by using materials with high thermal conductivity as
well as low coefficient of expansion, i.e. high ratio K/a. In
addition, variations in the thermal soak of structure members can
be reduced by wrapping them in multilayer insulation (MLI), silvered
on the outside to reflect solar and terrestrial radiation. Spatial.
temperature gradients can be reduced actively by application of
small heat loads along truss members (closed-loop control) and using
radiators to transfer excess heat to space. As an example of a comb-
ination of passive and active means, the steel and aluminum truss
members of the scaled-down telescope concept (Sec. 6) are individually
wrapped in MLI and have heaters. The focal plane is assumed radiatively
cooled. No need for cryogenics has been identified.
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3.1 Summary
3. INTERFEROMETER
This chapter describes the principles of operation of the
interferometer and the consideratior-- leading to a conceptual
baseline design. The baseline system considered here is the 1S
meter version of the shearing interferometer suggested and
described by Shao based on his work on earth-based astrometric
interferometers. We have used his analysis freely. Three
alternate interferometers were also considered by us. One, the
modified image plane interferometer, could be important if the
beam splitter of the proposed baseline system were to become
more troublesome than it presently appears.
The baseline concept has two 0.9-m diameter end mirrors. Four
stars are observed simultaneously and share the aperture spati-
ally. Each has its own delay line measuring the relative angular
distance between the stars. The system was evaluated for feasi-
bility and technology requirements. The system requires three
separate measurement systems: for fringe tracking, for active
sampling of the optical path difference (OPD), and for system
alignment. There is a trade-off between the optical tolerances
required and the OPD sampling fidelity. An optimal, consistent
system was not found. The main difficulty lies with the use of
gratings on the end mirrors as a metric for the OPD measurement
system, and an acceptable alternative to these gratings was not
found. A conceptual breakthrough seems required, and the ideas of
Reasenberg	 in this regard should be investigated in future
studies. The optical tolerances are tight.
hao, M. and Staelin, D. H. "Long-Baseline Optical Interferometer
for Astrometry", J. Opt. Soc. Am. 67, 81, 1977, and
Shao, M. and Staelin, D. H. "First Fringe Measurements with a
Phase-Tracking Stellar Interferometer", Appl. Opt. 19, 1519, 1980.
Reasenberg, R. D. "Astrometric Instruments in Space", Memorandum
to D. C. Black, 9 December 1981
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Analysis of the major error sources shows that many errors can be
eliminated by star switching i.e. calibration of all four star
channels by simultaneous observation of a common bright star. In
applications such as planetary detection the target star itself
is very bright, and calibration can be accomplished in a few
seconds. However, in applications for which all stars in the FOV
are dim, the calibration would require a significant period of
time (,.hours). A larger baseline separation or larger end mirrors
are desirable to reduce the integration time. Otherwise, switching
must occur within the integration time faster than temporal changes.
The photon-noisy limited integration time for the baseline task
can be substantially less, or more, than for the astrometric
telescope, depending on the required number and magnitude of the
reference stars. The proposed concept design assumes sufficiency
of four stars, and this sufficiency needs to be established.
An overall system concept design of the satellite was made, and it
has the following characteristics. The interferometer structure is
a truss design with a rectangular overall shape. The truss folds
in the middle on the interferometer optical axis and is hinged
from the spacecraft. The structural material is Gr/Ep of Gr/Metal
for best thermal/mechanical stability. The required slow rotation
about the optical axis can be implemented by either rotation of the
satellite as a unit or rotating the interferometer relative to the
spacecraft on a spin table with magnetic bearings.
The spacecraft is assumed to be a new design. For a smaller system
(scaled-down interferometer) an existing spacecraft such as the
MMS may be considered. However, the scaling properties.of the inter-
ferometer, in terms of feasibility and cost, require more study.
Total system weight is 4800 kg, about half of which represents the
payload (interferometer). ROM cost in constant 1982 dollars is $296M
for the payload.
3-2
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3.2 Operating Principles
The basic shearing interferometer concept is illustrated in Fig.
3-1. In the top figure the star is on-axis. Two pieces of the wave
front, A-A' and B-B', separated by the baseline L are sampled by
the interferometer and are overlapped (i.e. sheared) at the lens.
If the interferometer is aligned perfectly, the optical path through
each arm is equal, and the two overlapped wavefront pieces have the
same optical phase at the lens. They interfere constructively and
the resulting intensity is measured at the detector in the lens
focal plane.
The wavefront from an off-axis star is shown incident on the inter-
ferometer in the bottom figure of Fig. 3-1. The star direction is
at an angle 9 with respect to the interferometer axis. Hence, the
wavefront piece C-C' is retarded by an amount S at the entrance
of the interferometer with respect to the wavefront piece D-D'.
Since the interferometer is assumed to be perfectly aligned and the
optical path in each arm is the same, the two wavefront pieces are
out of phase by the same amount at the lens aperture. The resulting
intensity read by the detector is reduced by the factor
^(1 + cos 'r6)
.,	 a
where
d - L sin 9
	
(3-1)
The intensity at the detector is an indirect measure of the path
difference d and hence a measure of the angular position 9 of the
off-axis star. Intety measurement is, however, not very accurate
in practice.
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The addition of an optical path modulator in one arm of the inte,-
ferometer, as shown in Fig. 3-1, enables a more direct and more
accurate measurement. The modulator changes the optical path by
an amount M(t), a function of time. Then the intensity from the
star at A is
I a 7 Imax 11 + cos(M(t)+ 2aL sin 0
Demodulating the cosine term gives the phase 2W L sin S. Phase
measurements are very accurate in practice. The difference in
phase between a target star and a reference star gives their rela-
tive angular separation in the direction of the shear. Rotating
the interferometer can be used to measure separation in several
directions.
The system described here has a 2n ambiguity. However, after a few
2n`s the visibility of the fringes drops due to the limited coherence
length of the star light. This depends, of course, on-the spectral
band pass. Thus there is a trade-off between field of view and
number of photons in the chosen pass band. The modulator can have
sufficient dynamic range to bring the wavefronts to within the
coherence length as Shao and Staelin have done with their fringe
acquisition system. Then the modulator, or delay line, position
can be measured to give the star position if the fringe phase is
nulled. To look at several stars simultaneously requires several
delay lines sharing the aperture
Figure 3-2 shows the essential pupil plane astrometric interferometer
selected as a baseline. A fringe tracking system closes the loop on
the variable delay line setting to keep the central fringe in visible
at the detector. A separated delay line is required for each star.
A delay line or OPD sensing system monitors the relative delay.
3-5
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An alignment system monitors and controls the position and tilt
of the interferometer elements.
3.3 Requirements and Design Implicatioi.s
The design goal for the interferometer is 1 micro-arceec in star
position measurement with respect to two or three reference stars.
Ar. OPD measurement accuracy of 0.72 R, or x/7600 (A-SS00 R central
bandpass), is required according to Eq.(3-1). The desired FOV is
10 arcmin, but the size is intimately connected with the alignment
errors, and it nay be more reasonable to consider a 1' FOV.
A 10' FOV implies that a star might be measured at +S' from the
interferometer axis; it will rotate to a position of -S' in one-
half rotation period. The OPD will vary from about +2.1 cm to -2.1
cm during the same time. The delay line must track the star over a
4.2 cm total change in OPD. The fringe tracking system must close
the loop on the delay line with a resultant accuracy of 4/10 within
the fringe tracking bandwidth. The error signal is integrated for
minutes to hours to achieve X1/7600.
Moving the delay lire must produce interference from the star over
at least a wave of OPD change in order for the fringe tracking
system to lock on. This implies a coherence field of view of
8 c- L	 3.7x10 -8 rad	 (3-3)
s 8x10 -3 aresec
Each of the 3 or 4 stars observed over the 10' field will be outside
the coherence field of view of the others. This implies that the
delay line for jach star must be separate, spatially sharing the
mirror aperturi, or must share the output. We have chosen the spatial
3-7
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sharing concept in order to maintain simultaneous viev!ing of at
least 3-4 stars. Separate delay lines imply also that separate
detectors and optical systems be used for each star. Otherwise
the light forming the image of one star could pass through all
the delay lines. Then the fringe visibility of each stir would
be diminished by the non-coherent light passing through delay
lines set for other stars.
The coherence FOV of about one wave also limits the spectral
bandwidth to about 3000 R. Thus most of the useful photons from a
visible star are imaged on the detector. Note however that this
spectral band is not as wide as it can be f,.r the imaging astro=
metric telescope.
The signal - to-noise ratio (SNR) of unity implies that the phase
accuracy of the fringe tracking system is given by
where V is the fringe visibility and N the number of photons
collected. 3iace
	
08 -^ ^	 (3-5)
the angular accuracy in the star position is
0 = 1.1X10	 LV^ 10 .2
	
r n n 1/i	
(3-6)
	
[	 o d7
where L is the baseline length (separation of the two end mirrors)
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m the stellar magnitude, n e the optical efficiency, n d the detector
quantum efficiency. Here we assumed a spectral bandwidth 4000-7000
in calculating the approximate photon flux at earth due to a star
of (visible) magnitude m, the flux being
Fm : 3.1x10 10-0.4m ('photons/m2 .sj	 (3-7)
The integration time t as a function of star magnitude is shown in
Fig. 3-3. For this figure we chose values which we considered
reasonable for a L = 1S m baseline system, using two large (0.4 m
diameter) and two small (0.1 m diamter) subapertures of a full
aperture of 0.9-m (Viz. Fig. 3-4); optical efficiency 0.8 and
quantum efficiency 0.2 and a fringe visibility of 0.6. One of the
subapertures is used by the target star, the other three by reference
stars. We assume first that three reference stars are sufficient
to establish a stable stellar reference frame against which the
motion of the target star is tracked (e.g., the nominal KS, 7th
magnitude star suspected for having a terrestrial planet in a
S y ear orbit - this requires a reference frame stable to 10 -6 aresec).
To have at least 3 reference stars in a 10x10 arcmin FOV requires
(cf. Fig. 1-1) using 13th mag stars. We assume that the target star
uses one of the small (0.1 m diameter) subapertures, and the references
the other three apertures. Then the required integration time is
1.3x10 3 sec. With a bright star in the FOV, as assumed, the star
switching for calibration takes very much less time (100 sec). This
valuable - perhaps necessary! - technique will not be available
if, due to a different mission scenario, there is not such a bright
star in the FOV.
!
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The two types of shearing interferometer which are appropriate
for astronomical use have been called pupil plane interferometer
and image plane interferometer, respectively. The differences
between them are illustrated by Fig. 3-5: For the image plane
interferometer, in contrast with the pupil plane interferometer,
the interference of the two wavefront pieces occurs in the image
plane i.e. the two pupil plane samples are brought together at
an angle. This produces tilt fringes in addition to incident angle
OPD. The pupil plane interferometer has no tilt fringes, which
carry no information on the position of the star. Two versions of
each type of interferometer were considered, as listed in Table
3-1. The pupil plane interferometer is the chosen baseline system
and is described in Sec. 3.5.
Mbdi`ied Pupil Plane Interferometer
Th ;_s votrsior_ sizes zovo of ;ca'. telescopes separated by the distance
L. Each telescope acts as a beam expander and demagnifies the pupil
samples, relays them to a central beam splitter and then focusses
the superimposed beams. The fact that the beams are smaller when
they leave the beam expander reduces the fabrication problems for
the bean: relay and combining optics. The beam splitter in particular
is a critical component in terms of size.
This interferometer concept is of particular interest since it was
the recommended concept for the Lockheed study of an infrared
interferometer for direct detection of extra-solar planets
see also Appendix A). A drawing of the system concept involved
is shown in Fig. 3-6. The demagnification, m, of the IRIS beam
expander is in the 10-30 range. Now the field of IRIS was very
small (a few aresec). If the FOV were to be expanded to 10 arcmin,
as required for the astrometric system, the beam splitter and relay
* "Systems Level Feasibility Study for the Detection of Extra-Solar
Planets, Vol. 1, Infrared Interferometer (IRIS), LMSC-D676424,
June 1979.
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Fig. 3-5 Image Plane Interferometer (top)
Pupil Plane Interferometer (bottom)
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mirror sizes would be compromised as a consequence of the Lagrange
invariant; i.e., the apparent field angle is m times the object
space field angle while the exit pupil diameter is reduced by m-1
times the entrance pupil diameter. The clear aperture of the beam
splitter required (with no field lens) is approximately as follows:
B = (L/2 + FpD)m 9 + D/m	 (3-8)
_ .39 m
where D=0.9 m, m=10, F p=3 the primary focal ratio, and L-15 m.
The result is a reduction in beam splitter size by a factor of about
2, but the price for this advantage is paid in terms of a significant
increase in Leam expander alignment and in beam walk across the
beam splitter as the interferometer rotates.
Image Plane Interferometer
The image plane interferometer considered for astrometry is shown
in Fig. 3-7. Two mirrors of diameter d, separated by a distance L,
focus light onto a single focal plane. The image size is assumed to
be the diffraction limit of an aperture d, with fringes separated
by an amount which depends only on the angle between the two beams.
The position of the central fringe gives the angular position of
the star.
The advantage of the image plane interferometer is that the coherence
FOV is much larger than for the pupil plane interferometer.
Black showed *
	that the coherence FOV is 8F 2 a/d and is limited
by coma. The disadvantage of this concept is that the SNR is reduced
by the factor (2d/L) 1/2 compared to a pupil plane interferometer.
The integration time is therefore increased by the factor of about
L/D.
W_
Black, D. C. "Long-Baseline Interferometers in Space," Informal
Document, 1981.
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TABLE 3-2
IMAGE PLANE INTERFEROMETER
FOV Implications
f/No.
	
1	 6	 i9
FOV diameter	 1 s	 1inn	 10 min
Focal length	 15 m	 90 m	 285 m
Image plane width	 0.04 m 0.27 m	 0.86 m
Magnification
	
1	 6	 19
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Table 3-2 shows the FOV implications. For an f/1 system the FOV
is only about 1 aresec, clearly useless for astrometry. The only
feasible way of extending the equivalent focal ratio without
making the system too big is to use a Cassegrain system. For a
10 arcmin field the equivalent focal length is 285 m; this can
be folded with a Cassegrain system but the resulting image plane
is too large. The Casssegrain introduces alignment and pupil
problems.
It is worth remarking that the image plane interferometer can be
regarded as a dilute aperture imaging telescope. In _that sense,
the distinction between an interferometer and an imaging system
is just a matter of semantics.
Modified Image Plane Interferometer
The modified image plane interferometer is shown in Fig. 3-8.
The two pupil plane samples are separated by a distance L as before
but they are folded before imaging so that the beams are combined
with a much smaller angle than for the previous system. Thus the
increase in coherence field of view is negligible; this nullifies
the advantage of the image plane interferometer as originally
conceived , but the advantage seems impractical to achieve. The
modified version is much more like a variation of the pupil plane
interferometer. It must use a separate delay line for each star
and has similar fringe tracking and alignment problems. It does
have one considerable potential advantage over the pupil plane
interferometer: It requires no beam splitter. The beam splitter
is a critical technology item for the pupil plane interferometer.
Th>>F the modified image plane interferometer could be used if the
beam splitter requirements prove too demanding. The SNR is reduced
by a factor (d/2/,) 1/2 as before but, unlike for the previous
image plane interferometer, it is a very small factor.
The image plane analysis is illustrated in Fig. 3-9. The two pupil
3-19
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plane samples are shown incident at the lens. One is retarded by
d in phase with respect to the other, where 6 is determined by
the angular position of the star exactly like the pupil plane
interferometer. The pupil function is described as follows:
P(x) = A exp(i 2 8x) expCid STEP(x)] rect(x/2d)	 (3-9)
where A is the wave amplitude, 8 the field angle, 6 the phase step
between the two wavefi •ont samples. The special functions are
as follows
0, x<0
STEP(x) _ .S, x=0
	
(3-10)
i l, x>0
and
 x/2d >1/2
rect(x) 
_[0,
.S,	 x/2d =1/2
	
(3-11)
1,	 x/2d <1/2
Note that the linear phase factor exp(i 2n Ox) is too small to be
of use in determining 8. The useful term is, of course, the step
function in the phase.
The image intensity is the modulus squared of the pupil function
Fourier transform evaluated at E=x/af:
I (x) =	 FT	 F
`
{ P (x)
	
(3-12)
JJ t
It is easily shown that
I
Ad\` [sin 2 (6/2)+ " sin(6/2)- sin (2?rd&)+siri`(2,rdE-6/2)1
it
(3-13)
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The image intensity for 8=0 and d = n are shown in Fig. 3-9. When
b=0, the star is at 0 0 with respect to the interferometer axis and
the image is essentially diffraction limited:
5=0	 I(&) = (4dA) 2 sinc(ME)	 (3-14)
When the step is a maximum of n then the intensity on the axis is
zero:
d=n	 I(E) = (^d) 2C1+2 sin(2nd&)+sin 2 (2ndE-d/2)' (3-15)
Fringe tracking can be accomplished by comparing the on-axis intensity
with the intensity in the wings.
3.5 Baseline
The chosen baseline design is the pupil plane interferometer, with
a 15 meter baseline and with the capability of observing 4 stars
simultaneously, sharing the aperture. The elements of the system
are outlined in this section, including the optical, alignment
and OPD measurement systems, the fringe tracking system, and the
spacecraft.
Fig. 3-10 shows the overall system schematically. The optical system
consists entirely of plane mirrors and refractive elements, from
the end mirrors through to the interferer•-Z plane. These elements
have circular symmetry. The end ,nirrors, shown on the left in Fig
3-10, are 0.9 m in diameter and ULE flats. The end mirror clear
aperture is divided into four subapertures: two dim star 0.4 m di,
circular beams, and two bright star 0.1 m diameter beams. The
beam geometry is shown on the right of Fig. 3-11. \ote that the en(
mirrors are tilted 45 0
 with respect to the input beams so that tht
projected mirror outline and actual Loam geometry is as shown on
the right of Fig. 3-11. The subapertures are elliptical in n eir
projection on ti:e end mirrors as shown on tha left of Fig. 3-10.
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The subaperture areas of the mirrors are overlaid with weak ion
etched gratings which are used in the OPD measurement system. The
end mirrors also contain inset corner cubes which are used in the
end mirror alignment and baseline length measurements.
The optical delay lines are trombone systems as shown in Figure
3-12. There are four independent delay lines, one for each sub-
aperture. The delay line moves on Invar rails driven by a stepper
motor, and the alignment system is monitored with an active auto-
collimator with 1 aresec accuracy. It is not necessary to measure
the delay since the fringe tracking servo is providing the drive
signals.
The central "Vee" mirrors match the characteristics of the end
mirrors but without the gratings. These two mirrors have a hole
in the center through which the end mirrors are monitored. An
Optical Position Measuring system (OPS) such as developed by
Lockheed*measures the absolute separation and the relative
tilt of the two end mirrors with 100 R accuracy in L and better
than 0.1 urad in angle. The positions of the other elements are
monitored from one exit port of the interferometer following the
beam splitter.
The other exit port is used by both the fringe tracking star
sensors and the OPD measurement system. They must use the same
port in order to assure that the path through the beam splitter
is the same for both systems. The second beam splitter is dichroic
to eliminate photon loss to the star sensors. Note that the fact
that this second beam splitter introduces a change in path for the
two systems, is not important since it occurs after the interference
plane. That is to say, the beams from the two interferometer arms
pass through common elements to reach the OPD measurement system
W---
Gillard, C. W. "Optical Position Sensor Development" Final Report
LMSC-D793153, Aug. 1981
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(after the interference plane) and also pass through different
common elements to reach the fringe tracking system. Consequently,
the interference of the two systems is both, a function of the OPD
between the two arms, and independent of the difference in path a
after the interference plane.
The OPD measurement system consists of four independent inter=
ferometers Each interferometer sends a beam through the entire
system, including the delay lines, to the gratings on the end
mirrors. The gratings reflect the beams back to the interferometers.
The two return beams i..terfere to give the relative OPD between the
two arms. The delay lines are dithered to provide an AC signal. The
OPD is calibrated by tracking the same bright star with all sensors,
and then counting fringes as the sensors are moved to different
stars.
The fringe tracking system works as Shao and Staelin have demonstra-
ted (Ref. 2). The sensors each have separate optical systems and
separate image dissector tubes. The image dissector tubes track
the star, excluding the rest of the field of view. As the delay
line sweeps Through its range the white light fringe is detected,
acquired and tracked with feedback to the delay line.
'Fic )roceu'sre for operating the :,ascline syster ► is as follows:
1. All channels acquire and track the same (brightest) star
in the FOV. The OPD is now calibrated.
2. The channels switch to the target and reference stars and
- search for star fringes with the fringe tracking
system;
count laser fringes with the OPD system;
N-'8
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- acquire and track star fringes;
- read OPD data and process them for star position.
3. All channels switch to brightest star for re-calibration
at various points of a rotation.
3.6 Subsystem Analysis
3.6.1 Optical System
The plane mirror system chosen for the baseline design is relatively
free from alignment tilt, decenter and z-axis errors that are pre-
sent in focussing systems. The only powered optics in the system are
after the interference plane where the optical path is common to
both interfering beams. Reasenberg has suggested an alternative
configuration which eliminates two of the mirrors in one arm (Fig.
3-13). There is, without a doubt, a consistent alignment scheme
which could be derived from this modified concept, but it would be
different from the proposed baseline system.
The optical figure tolerance on the mirrors required for the
interferometer and beam s •;litter are beyond our expericence for
apertures of this size. Thus the calibration technique is a cr :ical
factor. If the OPD system were to sample exactly the same path through
the interferometer as the star in question, then optical figure
tolerances could be greatly relaxed. That is, if the OPD sample beam
were to move and track the star and move accordingly in angle as the
instruments rotates, then errors would be quite small. The baseline
system, however, uses gratings on the primary to reflect the beam
back; with this concept, tracking the star as it moves is not possible
and thus the star beam walks across the mirrors as the interferometer
rotates while the sample beam remains fixed.
The figure errors on the mirrors can cause both OPD errors and errors
3-?9
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in baseline length, L. Both can lead to errors in the measured
star position but with far different weights. Thus
6 = L sin 0	 (3-1)
implies
AA _	 AS	 _	 6 AL 	 ( 3 - 16)
L cos 8	 L 2Cos A 
A 1 R error in 6 produces a 10 -6 aresec error in A; but it takes
0.06pm error in L to produce the same effect at the edge of the
FOV.
A static figure error can reduce the fringe visibility but this
is negligible for small errors.
The effect on 6 is given by the average piston error over a sub=
aperture and not by an rms error:
1 2 n
f f w p d8 dp
od - 0 01
	
'r(3-17)
f f p d8 dp
0 0
where w = wavefront error is approximately twice the mirror surface
error. Fid.3-14 shows a focus error on the wavefront - the most
likely error which will ock:ur across a flat. The sag of the wavefront
is twice the sag of the mirror. With 4 subapertures it is possible
to place all the subaperture centers at the distance h l from the
vertex. This should tend to minimize the first order piston error
due to focus. The residual error is probabl y too great foe an un=
calibrated system unless the OPD measurement uses both interferometer
arms, as in the baseline system. This is the reason why it is not
Al
appropriate to use the OPS in one arm only.
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The different subapertures using the mirror will have a different
tilt given by
8	 h = 4-SAG	 (3-18)
where h is the vertex to the center of the subaperture distance,
and R the radius of the mirror, and
2 SAG = h 2 /2R
	
(3-19)
Thus a sag of a/100 will produce a tilt error of 0.08urad for a
subaperture center 0.25um from the vertex. This will produce an
error in L of 0.6^m (see the alignment system discussion of tilt)
This is about 10 times the tolerance on L for a 10 arcmin FOV.
Calibrating the OPD error does not correct for this errci in L.
Consequently, the alignment system must give a measure of the
focus of the end mirror or the focus tolerance on the end mirror
must be better than a/100, or the FOV of the interferometer must
be reduced. We assume that the alignment system will measure the
focus.
A 4/100 tolerance on focus sag is difficult to achieve on a 0.9-m
diameter mirror. In additio.i, thermal changes could produce a
change in SAG: If the differential heat load on the mirror (front
minus back) is q, the central sag of the mirror is w (Fig. 3-151,
I
W = q `f' ( -1/k )	 (3-20)
24
where d the mirror diameter, X the thermal expansicn coefficient,
K the thermal conductivity. For a worst case calculation, assume
a ULE mirror for which (a/K) = 2x10 -8m/w, q = _0 w/m 2
 (input from
300 K baffle tubes to front of mirror, back free to radiate, mirror
front emissivity 0.02). Then ae find a sag of w - 100 X _ A/50.
3-33
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A beam walk error is an error caused by the field shift of a star
as the interferometer rotates. Fig. 3-16 illustrates this effect. The
The beam is considered rectangular here for simplicity. As the field
angle changes, the beam footprint on the end mirror shifts from the
solid rectangle to the dashed rectangle. The maximum possible shift
is
nx = L FOV
	
(3-21)
The corresponding error in d is equal to the average piston of the
solid rectangle minus the average piston of the dashed rectangle.
Thus the worst case is for maximum shift tc, occur over a region
which coincides with the largest possibl y uavefront error introduced
by the mirror:
od < ^ (Max WFE)
	
(3-22)
where d is the beam diameter, The maximum WFE is twice the peak-to-
valley error on the mirror. Thus, assumi*.g that a a/100 rms mirror
has about a X/20 peak-to-valley error;
od < _ 10 (rms surface error) 	 (3-23)
2.8x10 -10 m (worst case)
This exceeds the allowed error by nearly a factor of 3; but is un-
likely that this error would actually be observed. On the other
hand, a a/100 rms mirror may be equally unlikely to obtain.
The beam splitter is the most difficult optical element in the
system. Fig. 3-17 illustrates the baseline
Fused silica is used in order to winimize
the long life of the mission. Unforuinatel
high temperature coefficient of its refrac
Sequent thermally induced changes are of great concern.
system beam splitter.
radiation damage during
y, fused silica has a
tive index, and the sub=
3-35
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Discussions with optical fabrication houses has given indication
that a 1.25 m fused silica beam splitter can be fabricated with
surface accuracy sufficient for the interferometer. There will be
some "average peal" effect but this, as well as residual surface
errors, will be detected by the OPS sampling system and will not
cause an error.
It is not possible to produce a 1 m beam splitter with good optical
surface characteristics and also one which has plane parallel
surfaces. That is, t l -t 2
 will vary across the surface. This will
produce varying amounts of relative dispersion in the two beams.
This could seriously degrade the vi-s ibility of the white light
fringes. We assume here that some solution to this problem will be
found. Techniques using channel spectra have been suggested. At worst,
the beam splitter can be subdivided into separate pieces which are
plane parallel; i.e. a 4-channel beam splitter can be used. This
would require a separate monitoring system to align the four elements,
but this is not much more difficult than the current alignment scheme
already postulated for the baseline.
There will be no beam walk errors for the beam splitter since it is
the pupil. The various subapertures will be masked on the beam splitter
to assure this fact.
3.6.2 Alignment system
The alignment system consists of an active system which adjusts the
tilt and separation of the end mirrors, and a monitoring system which
monitors the tilt and translation of the remaining elements. The major
error which is introduced by tilt and translation is an error in
not d, which has relatively loose tolerances.
Fig. 3-18 shows the effect of tilting one of the end mirrors. Since
the entrance pupil is at the beam splitter, the effect of tilting the
3-38
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the end mirror is much greater than any other element. In Fig. 3-18
if the end mirror has no tilt error, the ray which hits the center
of the entrance pupil is Ray 1. If the mirror is tilted by an angle
a, the ray is tilted by an angle 2a, shown on the figure as Ray 11.
Keeping the optical path length constant, the ray has swung along
the dashed arc at the pupil plane and, as drawn, misses the pupil
entirely. The wavefront that hits the pupil is the straight line
tangent to the dashed arc at the Ray 1' position. It is, of course,
tilted with respect to the old wavefront by the angle 2a. The ray
which now hits the center of the pupil is Ray 2 1 . The several effects
of the mirror tilt can now be seen:
1. The visibility of the fringes changes. For, assuming that
the wavefront from the other arm is unchanged, the two inter-
fering wavefronts are now incident with an angle of 2a
between them. However, a tilt of 0.01 urad will produce a
phase change across the pupil of about A/50 - negligible.
2. The piston is changed by the amount od; but this change is
the same for all stars and hence there is no net error.
3. The footprint on the mirror is shifted; but this shift is
much smaller than the field shift beam walk.
4. The baseline is changed by
AL - aL/2 = 0.08 um	 ( 3 -24)
This change is marginal for a 10' FOV since the required
accuracy is
AL - a2 cos 9 d8 - Cos	 d8	 ( 3 -25)
=0.05 um
3-40
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The translation of the other elements also produces an error as
on a one-to-one basis as shown in Fig. 3-19. There is also a d
change but since it is the same for all stars, there is no net
error. It is not necessary to correct this translation error, but
it must be monitored and used in the data reduction. Tilt cf the
elements has less effect on AL than the end mirrors since the lever
arm is much smaller.
3.6.3 OPD Measurement System
The simplest OPD system for the interferometer is one which measures
the relative delay line position and nothing more. One such techni-
que is illustrated in Fig. 3-20. It uses simple z-axis driver
mirrors for the delay with a figure sensor to measure average
piston of one mirror relative to another. Even this system is a
challenge over a 0.9-m aperture, but it places a great burden on the
rest of the system with respect to alignment tolerances. However,
this technique, or some variation of it, is the only one which does
not require weak gratings or some retro-reflecting element on the
end mirrors.
Once a more complicated system is used, there is a choice between
one arm and two arm interferometers. A one arm system would require
gratings on only one end mirror and interfere the return beam with
a reference wave. However, this scheme is really little better than
the figure sensor since it does not sample the errors in the other
arm.
The two arm system used in the baseline design has the advantage
that it samples both arms, and by interfering the return from one
arm with the other , it automatically reads the desired OPD directly.
Furthermore, the interferometer can be broken into 4 systems, since
it is located in the common path region, thereby reducing the
3-41
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required sub-aperture to 0.4 meters. The interferometer errors
are negligible.
Fig. 3-21 shows the two arm system with gratings on both end
mirrors to return the beams in this figure the delay lines are
again z-driven simple mirrors, simpler than trombones, but they
produce additional beam walk on the end mirrors. Fig. 3-22 shows
the beam walk due to the delay line mirrors. The trombone was
chosen as the baseline in order to minimize the beam walk.
The beam splitter is segmented in Fig. 3-21, greatly relaxing the
fabrication difficulties. The four beam splitter segments need
not be phased in piston with respect to one another (since that
is monitored), but they must be held parallel to one another. It
might be tempting to break the system into four separate inter-
ferometers, but the temptation should probably be avoided: Main-
taining a common axis for four separate interferometers would be
critical to micro-aresecond accuracy; this is beyond the proposed
alignment system accuracy.
Fig. 3-22 shows a side view of the gratings on the end mirrors.
The grating equation shows that a grating spacing of 0.447 vm is
required for 6328 R. At this angle the grating acts exactly like
a mirror in that a change in the angle of incidence implies a
corresponding change in the angle of refraction:
It would be more convenient if the grating acted as a retro-reflector
since off-axis rays out to the end mirror will not return on the
same path.
Thermal expansion of the grating will change the return angle:
3.44
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where a=10
-8
/ oK. Thus oT<0.5 0K is required for etin<10 -8 rad.
There are no diffracted star light orders which hit the receiver.
A shift in the beam across the grating, caused by a mirror tilt,
for example, at first sight appears to be fatal. That is, a trans-
lation of one period (i.e. 0.4 um) will produce a A error in the
d measurement. however, it will shift equally for all the stars,
and thus there is no net error.
A true error will be produced by a differential shift of the grating
due to perhaps a thermal excursion.(Fig. 3-23). A differential
shift of only 0.71 R would produce a 10
-6
 aresec error in star
position. The only way a grating can be. used wi;:h confidence is if
calibration by star switching is frequently used.
3.6.4 Fringe Tracking System
The fringe tracking system, like the OPD interferometer, is rela-
tively free from introducing new errors since it is in the common
path region. The technique used sucessfully by Shao and Staelin are
appropriate here. The detector itself may be an image dissector
tube. Despite poor quantum efficiency it is superior to the alter-
natives for this application.
3.6.5 Conclusions
The feasibility of the 15-m baseline interferometer appears questionable.
The greatest problem lies with the use of gratings as a metric; but
also the fabrication and temperature stability of the optics have
extremely tight tolerances. The number of mor = tored and controlled
elements is quite high so that the overall control system is very
complex.
A conceptual breakthrough in the OPD measurement system could change
this assessment. For example, Neasenberg has suggested that a small
relector could be placed severa. ieters in front of each end mirror
	 s
for the OPD sampling beam. In this case, the gratings on the end
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mirrors could focus on those reflectors instead of going straight
back through the system. This scheme gives an easier grating
configuration and has less potential for errors. Of course, it
has its own problems, and the gratings themselves are still an
issue for it.
In view of the several error sources, the issue of calibration
by star switching - with all channels looking at the same star
at one time - is centre: to the interferometer feasibility. Due
to beam walk errors and potential time-varying errors multiple
calibrations are required. For some scenarios (e.g. all stars are
dim) this calibration seems not possible. If a bright star is
available (i.e. in the FOV), then calibration can be important.
Scaling the system up (larger end mirrors, s.zr.^-.r baseline) may
actually improve the accuracy by making more frequent calibration
possible. Scaling the system down in size could be effective in
reducing error sources. The issue of scaling, then, deserves
critical attention in the future study of the system.
3-49
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3.7 Overall System Design
Figs. 3-24 to 3-26 show on a concept level an overall systems
design of the baseline spaceborne astrometric interferometer.
Fig. 3-24 shows the payload (i.e. the instrument itself) structure
and rough optical layout. The structure is a truss design, with
an overall rectangular (box) appearance. The structural elements
are cylindrical tubes made of especially rigid and thermally inert
material such as Gr/Ep or Gr/metal. Gr/Mg is best from a materials
properties point of view (cf. Sec. 2.5) but is most expensive. The
less expensive Gr/Ep was actually costed in this study, the cost
savings being in the range of 10 to 20 M dollars. The smallest
structural unit are triangles for maximum rigidity.
The structure as shown is deployable, for increased STS payload
volume efficiency. The structure folds once at the center line
(optical axis of the interferometer) and is stored in the Shuttle
bay as shown on the IMS of Fig. 2-24. 'The deployment following
ejection of the satellite from the Shuttle is illustrated in Fig.
2-25. Overall dimensions of the interferometer structure are
16.5m X 3.1m X 1.6 m.
Fig. 2-24 shows the location of the end mirrors and of one of the
trombone -design delay lines plus focussing optics and focal plane
location. Not shown are possible sunshades (extensions of the
baffle tubes of each end mirror) and the possibly complete wrapping
of the structure (except for the optics ports) in heat-insulating
multilayer insulation blankets (MLI). The optical paths are indi-
vidually baffled and insulated. Individual wrapping of structural
members in MLI may be preferred to wrapping the structure as a
3-50
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whole - the issue requires study at the design level.
Fig. 3-25 shows the satellite in several stages of deployment.
The interferometer package is hinged from the spacecraft. The
solar arrays (S/A's) are also deployable and have two degrees
of freedom for sun-tracking. The S/C includes a propulsion
system for orbit transfer or orbit maintainance. Typical
requirements for a one-way transfer of the satellite from STS
hand-off at 150 n.mi. to the operational orbit (325-350 n.mi.).,
in a co-planar orbit transfer requires approximately 1000 lb
of hydrazine propellant (less for a bi-propellant). Alternatively,
the system could be directly inserted by the Shuttle into the
final orbit; but this would require adding an OMS propulsion
kit to the shuttle and reduce the payload capacity.
Fig. 3-27 shows several view (CADM drawings) of the deployed
satellite, indicating locations of hi-gain antennas and pay-
load spacecraft interfaces.
The spacecraft is assumed to be a new design for such a large
system as the baseline interferometer, and contains the standard
subsystems for electrical power generation, handling and storage,
for attitude control and guidance (ACS), for communications and'
data handling (CD&H), for propulsion, and for thermal control.
For a detail call-out of the components of these subsystems see
Table 3-3.
The interferome -- rotates about its optical axis, the system's
center axis, as indicated in Fig. 3-24. Since the rotation is
likely to be slow (rotation period 10-20 min perhaps), the
satellite could be made to rotate as a unit; alternatively, the
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the interferometer alone could rotate, on a spin table, relative
to the S/C. In the first case, there is a possible loss of average
power collected by the S/A's due to the ever-changing soar angle.
unless the S/A's are rotationally isolated fron the rest of the
system. In the second case, the interferometer rotates on a spin
platform of the S/C. Magnetic bearings in a design such as illus-
trated in Fig. 3-27 would be used to acoustically isolate the
sensor from the S/C. Power transfer and communication links be-
tween payload and S/C can be achieved in various ways, e.g. by laser.
Electrical power for the sensor itself could also be obtained from
solar arrays on the sides of the structure.
3.8 Weight
Weights of subsystems and components were based on direct calcula-
tions as well as on comparisons with similar or related systems
and subsystems. The reults are shown in Table 3-3. The total dry
weight is about 4500 kg, dividing into Mission Equipment (ME)
which is the interferometer, of about 2300 kg, and the spacecraft
of about 2200 kg. All weights as shown include 10% contingency.
3.9 Cost
Cost estimates for the Mission Equipment were generated parametri-
cally, with judgements made for exotic compnents. The development
cost includes brassboards for components and a prototype flight
unit. No GFE (Government Furnished Equipment) was identified, no
facilities costs were included, nor launch and operations costs.
The cost summary is given in Table 3-5. The numbers represent
planning type numbers associated with the current state of program
definition. The total cost is $296.2M; and this number is uncertain
by about 25%.
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TABLE 3- 4
I4TERFERCMETER COST ESTIMATES
DEVEL. $ BB PROTOFLT TOTAL
Optics -0.9m 4.2 10.1 14.3
Beamsplitter & Compens. 10.3 11.4 21.3Telescope 0.9m
Telescopes 0.4m (2) 7.4 8.1 15.5
Telescopes 0.1m (2) 5.6 5.8 11.4
Delay Lines 0.56m (2) 3.2 4.8 8.0
Delay Lines 0.14m (2) 1.0 1.0 2.0
FPA & Electronics 2.6 4.5 7.1
Gratings 5.0 4.2 9.2
Lasers 10.0 1.5 11.5
Optics Alignment $ Control 15.2 9.3 24.5
Computers & S/W 16.1 12.1 28.2
Optical Structure 24.5 7.4 31.9Outer Structre
Thermal Blankets 3.8 0.9 4.7
Design, Devt., Hdw 108.9 81.1 190.0
GSE, GHE, STE 10.6 7.2 17.8
Integration $ Test 15.7 12.1 27.8
Systems Eng., Q.A., Rel. 22.4 16.5 38.9
Prog. 114anagt. & Data 12.5 9.2 21.7
TOTAL 170.1 126.1 296.2
*Payload (Mission Equipment) only
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4.IMAGING ASTROMETRIC TELESCOPE
4.1 Summary
This chapter the principles of operation of the imaging
astrometric telescope and the considerations leading to a
baseline design of the 16.5-m focal length system. Particular
emphasis is laid on the algorithm for signal processing, the
choice of detectors, and the stability of the focal plane
assembly (FPA). Error sources are identified and their effect
on the baseline configuration is examined, in particular the
effects of aberrations on the systematic measurement errors
and the implication on telescope size.
The imaging telescope is within the state-of-the-art, and our
conceptual baseline system uses available technology. An improv
baseline makes use of advances in solid state detectors which
we espect to occur in the next several years.
Ray trace studies of the aberrations of various optical forms
(including refractors) showed the simple parabolic reflector (no
subreflector) to be best. The f/16 system is essentially diffraction
limited. As the f/No. decreases, particularly below f/8, coma ra-
pidly increases the star image (spot size) thereby decreasing the
measurement accuracy by increasing the SNR. As a consequence, the
scaled-down telescope (f/8) is limited by coma, if other systematic
errors do not predominate, and the performance in terms of observa-
tion time for a given-measurement accuracy is worse for the f/8
than the f/16, by a factor of 1.4.
We suggest that systematic errors other than photon noise or coma
4-1
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limit the performance ultimately, but this will depend on the
star position measurement algorithm and the scenario. No
best algorithm was found, but the centroid integrator (the image
centroid being defined as the star position) was chosen as a
baseline. It is insensitive to image shape, yields a low data
rate, and directly measures the image centroid.
Iii contrast with the interferometer, the telescope measures
a large number of stars simultaneously, and it d rives its measu-
rement precision by repeated centroid measurements of these stars.
The interferometer makes high-precision measurements of a few
(3-4) stars. The stars vary widely in brightness, thus the
detecting scheme requires detectors with high spatial resolution,
temporal bandwidth, and dynamic range. Detectors such as used
in ground-based versions of the concept by Gatewood and Jones are
thereby ruled out. We suggest using large area CCDs.
The focal plane architecture involves a split FOV, with a separate
detector for the bright center star (the KS, m-7.3 star in the
baseline task), and four quadrants each a large area CCD or CID.
The focal plane is passively cooled using radators.
The Ronchi ruling performs the actual measurement of star position.
The material of the substrate is fused silica. The lines can be
deposited using photolithography or, better, with a diamond ruing
machine. A calibrated accuracy of 0.01 vm appears to be possible
to obtain for the line accuracy.
Misalignment of the grating is a serious source of systematic
errors. Those errors not linear with field angle must be accounted for
by higher order modeling rather than the affine transformation
appropriate to take out the linear errors.
4-2
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The modeling may be limited by the SNR of the instrument.
Detector non-uniformities, which could be a source of concern,
are minimized by the proper design of the optics relaying the images
from the Ronchi ruling to the detectors. A small penalty may be paid
in increased background noise; but this may not be serious since
most stars are background-limited.
A potential systematic error source is the rotation of the
ruling or telescope as a unit, between x and y measurement of
star positions. Solutions for the problem are suggested, such as
a crossed grating of a double-barrel telescope (each system
measuring one of the components of star position, and simultane-
ously).
An overall systems concept design of the astrometric satellite
was made. The telescope structure is a telescoping Gr/Ep or
Or/metal cylinder. As in case of the interferometer, deployment
is volume efficient for packaging in the STS payload bay and
incurs no identifiable performance penalty.
Total weight of the baseline system is 3800 kg and includes a
new spacecraft. An ROM cost estimate, derived parametrically and
with judgments for exoticcomponents, gives $130M for the payload
4.2 Principle of Operation
A schematic description of the measurement principle is given in
Fig. 4-1. A single mirror of diameter D and focal length f images
the star field on a moving reticle. The reticle modulates the star
light, which is then reimaged by a relay lens on a detector. The star
position, which is encoded in the modulated signal, is retrieved by
the data processor. Several features of the measurement scheme are
apparent:
k
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1. The grating modulates simultaneously all the stars in
the FOV and thus the position measurements for these
stars are conducted in parallel. Many error sources -
vibrations, thermal expansion - are field-independent
and will therefore cancel when relative measurements are
made.
2. The only optical element in the imaging system which may
introduce measurement errors is the mirror. However,
since the mirror is at the system pupil, the errors are
common to all stars in the FOV and cancel. Field-dependent
aberrations de exist, however, and their effect is discussed
below.
3. The relay lens is not a critical element in the measure-
ment system. Its function is to collect the star light
and direct it onto the appropriate detector. Since the
detector integrates the light over the whole image,
aberrations in the lens do not introduce measurement errors
as long as the light reaches the detect...
4. The detector must resolve the stars in the FOV.
The implications of these system features on the design are discussed
later in detail.
4.2.1 Image Position and Stellar Position
There are four fundamental questions which must be asked in order to
fully understand the measurement scheme:
1. What is the optimal observable image parameter that should
be defined as the star position?
2. What is the relationship between this parameter and the
information encoded in the signal?
3. What is the best estimator of this parameter assuming
various noise sources?
r
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4. What are the systematic errors which affect the
measurement and how can they be compensated for?
The stellar disks are unresolved and the stars are far enough
that their position is unambiguously defined by the angular
direction of the plane wave received at the telescope aperture.
However, the stellar image at the focal plane, the point spread
function (PSF), has structure, and the relationship between the
PSF and the wa-efront tilt has to be accurately established. For
an aberration-free optical system the relationship is easily
established; the resulting Airy distribution is symmetrical and
centered at the geometrical image position. However, when aber-
rations are prosent the PSF loses this symmetry and an image para-
meter which is related to the geometrical image position has to
be defined. The standard criterion of diffraction-limited optics
- the Rayleigh criterion - is not good enough when, as in our cF.se ,
order of 10
-6
 of the
aberrations on the PSF
ential source of
dependent and the
field over the S years
the required measurement Lccuracy is of the
Airy diameter! Understanding the effects of
is extremely important since they are a pot,
systematic errors. Aberrations can be field
observed stars will move in the observation
of planned observations.
Several image parameters can be defined as the stellar position.
Among the most frequently used are the peak of the irradiance
distribution, the mean of the distribution, and various averages
of the distribution.
The peak of an aberrated image does not necessarily occur at the
geometrical image position and is therefore not a good parameter.
This is also true for the median of the distribution although it
is probably most commonly used as position paramoter. The median
is defined by dividing the image into two parts of equal energy -
which is what bi-cells or quad-cells do.
Airy diimeter n Z.44X/D-0.3 aresec.
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The weighted averages used as position parameters are usually
defined as
jrx Ek (x,y) dx dy J/E k (x,y) dx dy	 (4-1)
A	 A
where E(x,y) is the image irradiance distribution over the
observation aperture A. For k = 1 one obtains the first moment
(centroid, or: center of mass) of the distribution. The relation-
ship between the diffraction PSF and the aberrated wavefront is
as follows: If we assume for simplizity that the denominator
in Eq.(4-1) is unity, then the centroid x-coordinate is
x -,fx E(x,y) dx dy	 (4-2)
= f x L (x) dx
where	 L = fE(X,y)  dy	 (4-3)
is the line spread function (LSF) along the x-axis.
The optical transfer function (OTF) is given b y the auto-correlation
of the pupil function:
OTF(E,n) = +(^,n)j
	
(4-4)
where & and n are normalized spatial frequencies and r is the
auto-correlation operator. When properly normalized the OTF is the
Fourier transform of the PSF. Thus, using the moment theur4m, the
centroid is given ;.^y the first derivative of the OTF at the origin:
[OTF(0,0)]	 (4-S)
4-"1
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Similarly, the partial derivative of the OTF with respect to n
gives the y- coordinate of the centroid.
The general pupil function is
P (E,n) = A (E,n) expCjkw(E,n),
	 (4-6)
where A(E,n) is a real aperture function (in our case the primary
mirror is the aperture) and w(E,n) is the wavefront function, in our
case a tilted plane wave with some aberration. The derivative of
the OTF can be calculated from the auto-correlation by using the
relationship (fjig)' = f'*g=f;Kg' which is common to convolution.
(An asterisk implies convolution). Thus
OTF '(E,n) = P*(E,n)** P'(E,n)	 (4-7)
Since
	
P' (E,n) = [A I (E,-. I l+jkw'(E ,n)l exp(jkw(E,n)]	 (4-8)
we have
OTF' (E,n) = A' (E,n)eXpCjkw(E,n)^-OP*(E,n)
+ jkw' (E,n)P(E,n)W*(E,n)	 (4-9)
At the origin, the convolution of Eq.(4-9) reduces to the -_ollowing
OTF'(0,0) -ffA'(E,n)A(E,n) dE do + jklj A2(E,n)w'(E,n) dE do	 (4-10)
The first integral vanishes since the function A(E,n) is bounded.
Thus the x-axis centroid is . given by
x =JJ A2 (&,n) w ' (E,n) dE do	 (4-i1)
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where k=2v/a. Note that a normalizing factor is missing in Eq.
(4-11), with units of (length) 2 . This factor comes from the
coordinate transform of (E,n) and does not change the functional
relationship between the centroid and the wavefront gradient as
presented in Eq.(4-11). This relationship says, in essence, that
the centroid of the RSF is proportional to the average tilt of the
wavefront at the pupil, weighted by the irradiance distribution at
the pupil. The weighting factor is important. It quantifies the
intuitive notion that reflectivity changes of the mirror with
time can cause a systematic error in determining the image centroids.
If, however, the residual wavefront aberrations are small enough,
reflectivity ha only a second order effect since the wavefront
gradient becomes, under this assumption, constant over the whole
aperture. The image centroid is, in this respect, a preferred
position parameter. Not only is it proportional to the stellar
angular position, but it is directly related to a major source of
systematic image position error: telescope aberrations. We
examine this relationship below, when we discuss the error sources
and show how aberration errors can be systematically eliminated.
4. 1&.2 Analysis of the Moving-Grating Position Sensor
*present here a methodology by which the moving-grating position
sensing can be analyzed and the relationship between the image
centroid and the observed signal be understood. - Let the grating
transmission function be g(x,y,t). For a Ronchi grating moving in
the +x direction at constant speed s, the transmission function is
g(x,y,t) = rect(x/d)-comb(xs) 	 (4-12)
The functions in Eq. (4-12) are as follows:
recl:(x/a)	 1, -V7
- 0, other
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0
(4-14)
The graphic representation of Eq.(4-14) is given in Fig. 4-2.
The detector signal (normalized) as a function of time is given
by the integral over the detector aperture area, A:
v(t)= 
ff  
g(x,y,t)E(x,y,t)dxdy 	 (4-15)
A
where E(x,y,t) is the time-dependent PSF irradiance function and
includes PSF motion. We assume that the detector, or its image,
is centered at the origin of the (x,y) coordinate system and that
at time t=0 the grating is centered as shown in Fig. 4-2. We
define a detector aperture function a(x,y) and write Eq.(4-15)
in the form
V(t) = ff  g(x,y,t)E(x,y,t)a(x,y)dxdy 	 (4-16)
_ CO
We have assumed that the detector response does not have a time
dependence. This is usually not the case since detectors change
their characteristics with age, particularly in a space environment.
This potential source of errors will be discussed later.
Since the grating moves at a constant speed, the signal is modu-
lated with a fundamental frequency v o = 2s/d. The reticle transmission
can be expressed as the Fourier series
g ( x ,Y, t ) _	 gn(x) e2,rjnvot
	
(4-17)
n=
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and the detector signal can be thus expressed
W
V (t) _	 2:- 	
2R'nv t
gn (x)E(x,y,t)a(x,y)e	 o dxdy (4-18)
n=
_EVIgn (x) E (x, y, t) a (x, y) dxdy Ie2wjnv0t
m
	
-^vn(t)e2,rjnvot	 (4-18)
n=-m
The signal therefore consists of a sum of carriers at frequencies
nv o modulated by vn (t), where vn (t) is a function of the PSF
temporal behaviour:
	
vn(t)= ffgn (x)	 E (x, y, t) a (x, y) dxdy	 (4-19)
which does not represent a Fourier series because v  is time-de=
pendent.
	
Equ.(4-19) can be investigated in 	 spatial frequency domain by
using Parseval's Theorem. The modulation function vn (t) can be
expressed as
OP
	v n(t) = f Gn(^)	 OTF(&,n,t)* * A(E,n) dcdn	 (4-20)C
where Gn (&) is the Fourier transform of g n (C); OTF(C,n,t) is the
optical transfer function of the system given by the normalized
Fourier transform of the PSF; and A(&,n) is the transform of the
detector's spatial response. For-the Ronchi grating we have
It
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go(x)=1/2
1	 (2n+1),rx/d92n+l(x)= n+ J e
92n(x)=O
G 0 _ (1/2)6(0)
C 2n+l (^)	 2n+ ,rj	 (E- 21)
C 2n (0 = 0
and
(4-21)
(4-22)
where n= +1, +2,... We find that the modulation v n (t) of the carrier
frequency nv o is zero for even n and for odd n is given by
vn (t) _ ^J n OTF(^,n,t)* *A(E,n)	 (4-23)
=n/2d
n=0
Several important conclusions can be drawn from this analysis. The
basic signal, as expressed in Egs.(4-18) and (4-19), includes the
contribution of three functions: the grating function, the detector
function, and the function of interest - the PSF. Any time dependent
or field dependent variations in the grating and detector functions
contribute directly to the measurement error. The signal consists of
modulated carriers of odd harmonics of the modulation frequency.
Any signal processing scheme which relies on the fundamental
component only (for example, phase detection) is not optimal and
not accurate. The inaccuracy is obvious from Eq.(4-19) which shows
that the modulating function v n (t) is field-dependent since E(x,y,t)
is dependent on the field.
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4.3 Algorithms for Signal Processing
Several algorithms and signal processing schemes were investigated.
They include phase detection algorithms, correlation techniques, a
centroid integrator, and N-bucket integrators. The main purpose
of the invesiibation was to identify basic limitations of the
various schemes and in particular to estimate tht sampling band-
width requirements since these have major implications for the
detector. The ideal algorithm should be optimal (from a signal-to-
noise point-cf-view), free of systematic biases due to field-
dependent aberrations, and compatible with the spatial/temporal
resolution capabilities of the detector system. As can be expected,
the three desired features cannot be obtained simultaneously and
compromise must be found among them by trade-off studies.
4.3.1 Correlation Algorithms
Correlation algorithms relate the received signal to a stored
reference signal and then detect the peak of the correlation. The
mathematical correlation operation is defined as C(T)= fS(t)r(t-T)dt
where S(t) is the signal and r(t) the reference. In practice, the
signals are sampled and quantized and the operation is of the form
n
C(T) _	 WT(i)S(i)	 (4-24)
i=1
where WT is a weighting function and S(i) is the sampled signal.
The accuracy of the correlation algorithm is a function of the a
priori knowledge of the form of S(t), the number of samples in the
sum, and, of course, the noise associated with the measurement of
S(t). Some phase-detection algorithm are a subset of the correlator.
For example, a lock-in amplifier is an analog correlator. Numerical
estimation of the phase of sinusoidal signals with known period can
be performed by integrating the periodic signal on the detector
into N-buckets during a period. If the integr ion intervals are
designated S l , S 21 etc.'the following examples show algorithms for
4-14
tan	 Sl-S3
2 ( 1 +
 3)
tan	 S^1-S3S 2 _S 4
N=4
or
(4-25)
(4-26)
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phase detection with 4 or 8 buckets:
N=8 tan	
Sl-S4-S5+S8+0.4l(S2-S3-S6+S7)
gy= 2 +S 3- 6
- 7+	 1 l+ 4- 5 - 8
(4-27)
These algorithms can be performed with a relatively small number
of samples during a period. They are limited, however, in their
accuracy by the variation in the PSF shape as noted above. They
can be useful for processing the signals from a star in the center
of the FOV where the effects of aberrations are minimal.
A general correlation function can be used over the full field
if the reference signal variations with field angle can be
ca'.culated or calibrated by experiment. Such an algorithm, however
requires fine sampling of S(t) resulting in a low measurement
bandwidth.
4.3.2 Centroid Integrator
The centroid integrator algorithm converts the total energy collected
by a detector (the total photon count) directly into a measure of
the image centroid. Consider the geometry of Fig. 4-3, which shows
a knife-edge scanning an image distribution E(x,y) at a constant
velocity, s. The power on the detector which collects the passing
light is given by the integral
x(t)
S(t) = f dx fdy E(x,y)
	
(4-28)
x(0)
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Fig. 4-3 Centroiding with Knife Edge
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The derivative of the integral is
S' (t) - a fE(x,y)  dy	 (4-29)
and the image centroid is
06
X = ff x E(x,y) dx dy /ffE(x,y) dx dy	 (4-30)
„_ 	 _„
If we assume that the aperture (i.e. the grating line spacing)
is wide enough, then at time T when the full image is exposed
S(T)	 ff E(x,y) dx dy	 (4-31)
and	 T
x	
S
t S' (t) dt
	 (4-32)
0
where we assume
X(t) = s-t
	 (4-33)
Integration by parts yields
T
x ST -- fS(t) dt	 (4-34)
0
The integral in this expression is the total integrated energy
(photon count) on the detector between t a 0 and T. The reference
window (0,T) has to be well known. The position of the star in the
field is thus composed of the position of the grating line at t=0
plus the term x given by Eq.(4-34). The term S(T) is the power
of the star and is Obtained from the average of many frames.
4-17
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The main disadvantage of the centroid integrator is that., it
requires a relatively large spacing of the grating lines in order
to minimize systematic measurement errors which arise from "clipping"
of the edges of the PSF. It is possible, however, to refine this
algorithm by sampling the signal several times during a period and
generating in effect a measurement window which is adjusted to the
relative position of the star in the frame. This allows a reduction
of the width of the grating lines and improves the efficiency of
the algorithm. The algorithm has several definite advantages:
1. It is directly related to the image centroid.
2. It can be performed with as few as one detector
reading per period and requires very few computations.
4.4 Focal Plane Architecture and Detectors
The baseline scenario for the astrometric telescope calls for
simultaneous position measurements of a large number of stars
ranging in magnitude from a bright target star (m-7) to faint
reference stars (m-20). The star population and photon rates are
summarized in Table 4-1. It is immediately apparent that the
detector system faces a challenging task:
- spatial resolution of the order 10 3x10 3 pixels
- temporal bandwidth of greater than 10 Hz
- dynamic range of better than 105.
The spatial resolution requirement results from the need to match
the pixel size to approximately the image size, in order to maximize
the SNR. The temporal bandwidth requirement is driven by the need
to average a large number of frames to achieve the required accuracy.
The exact detector requirements depend on several design features
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like the algorithm, the grating line spacing, and the telescope
configuration and the FOV discussed later.
The requirements as stated above rule out the adaption of the detection
techniques used with the ground-based astrometric instruments
like the individual photomultipliers used by Gatewood or the image
dissecting tube used by Jones. Such large spatial resolution and
parallel photon integration can be obtained only by large area
silicon detector arrays, like the charge-coupled (CCD) or charge-
injected (CID) devices. There are two basic options in employing
these detectors. One is direct detection - the usual way these
devices are used. The other is intensified detection, whereby the
silicon array is used in conjunction with an image intensifier tube.
The main difference in performance is that the direct detection has
better quantum efficiency and dynamic range, while the intensified
detection has lower noise.
In order to compare the detectors let us assume that the CCD detector
has quantum efficiency , Q 1 and readout noise C electrons per pixel.
Than the signal from N photons is
	
S l =NQ l	(4-35)
and the noise is	 2 1/2
The gain of the intensified detector is such that no readout noise
is present and with quantum efficiency Q Z the signal is
	
S,=NQ;	 (4-37)
V	 w
The noise is only the photon noise
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n 2 -(NQ 2 ) 1/2	(4-38)
The CCD is better when S l/n l > S 2 /n21 which results in
N> (Q 2 /Q l ) C2 /(Q l -Q 2 )	 (4-39)
Thus for photon counts above a certain threshold N the CCD
without intensification is better than the intensified sensor.
Fig. 4-4 plots this threshold level as a function of the CCD
.^!adout noise for quantum efficiency ratios (Q, /Q 7 ) ranging from
c to 6. Cooled CCDs (charge-coupled devices) can achieve less than 20
noise electrons per pixel, at quantum efficiencies approaching
50%, which is 2 to 5 times better than the integrated quantum
efficiency of photocathodes. A comparison of attainable SNR for
two cases with different assumptions is presented in Table 4.2:
Case A favors the CCD and results in equivalent SNR at 50 photons
while Case B, which assumes less favorable parameters for the CCD,
}aas equivalent SNR at about 500 photons.
The implication of the above comparison on the problem at hand
is that at low measurement bandwidth (long integration times)
the CCD is superior. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4-5 which plots
the bandwidth for equivalent SNR as a function of stellar
magnitude, assuming an optical efficiency of 20% for the system.
In the region below the lines which represent cases A and B the
CCD is superior in SNR to the intensifier. For bandwidth of 10
Hz this occurs at about 18.6 magnitude for case A, and 16.2 magnitude
for case B.
Dark current, which is a potential noise source in silicon detectors,
is eliminated by cooling the device. Fig. 4-6 shows empirical plots
of noise electrons/s due to dark current as a function of temperature
for rha.racteristic leakage current densities ranging from 1 to 12
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TABLE 4-2
PMT VS. CCD - AN EXAMPLE
CASE	 A
	 R
CCD OF	 (01 )
CCD MOISF (C)
PMT OF Mr...
0,5
10
0,1
0,5
20
0,2
SNP
AVAILABLE PHOTONS CCD PMT CCD PMT
10 0,49 1.0 0.25 1.x!0
50 2.24 2.24 1,2- 3,16
100 4.09 3.1E 2-.35 4.47
500 13,16 7.07 o,R0 1.0,0
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nA/cm2 . These values are typical for buried channel CCDs like
the one developed for the Space Telescope. It can be seen that at
200K the rate is less than 1 electron/s - negligible when compared
to the readout noise of 10-20 electrons/pixel of these devices.
While CCD detectors can be operated at serial readout rates as
high as 2x10 7 pixels/s, low noise operation is limited to a rate
of 10 6 pixels/s. We can estimate the temporal bandwidth attainable
with this readout rate. Aasume that the FOV is 10 1 x1O' and the
telescope aperture has a diameter of D=1m. The Airy diameter is
then 1/4 aresec and if we assume that the required detector reso-
lution is somewhere between a minimum of 1/4 of the Airy diameter
to 4 Airy diameters, the total number of pixels in a frame ranges
from 3.6x10 5 to 9.2x10 7 . The temporal resolution under these
assumptions is plotted in Fig. 4-7. The figure shows the one-
dimensional array size as well as the frame readout rate assuming
serial readout or a 16-channel parallel readout. Since the largest
arrays being developed have 1024 pixels on a side, a focal plane
architecture which allows parallel readout is required. Parallel
detection is possible by optically splitting the image plane on
separate detectors and by employing detectors which are designed with
a multitude of parallel outputs.
4.5 Grating and Grating Drive
The ,rating is another critical component in the measurement
system. It is constructed of a slab of transparent material, as
wide as the image field and as long as is practically possible. The
grating is deposited on the front surface of the slab by conventional
thin film techniques. The main issues regarding the grating are
the material stability and the stability of the drive system.
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4.5.1 Grating Material Considerations
The grating material is required to be of excellent optical
quality, homogeneous and, most of all, exhibit minimal variation
in its coefficient of thermal expansion. The favored materials
are fused silica and ULE, which is 7% titanium silicate glass.
Fused silica has zero coefficient of expansion at about 140K,
and for ULE this point is at 300K. It should be noted that the
soak temperature of the focal plane assembly might be substantially
lower than room temperature. At 200K, for example, ULE has an
expansion coefficient of a-- 0.2x10 -6 K -1 , which is comparable to
fused silica. At 300K, a=0.56x10 -6 K -1 for fused silica.
An important consideration in material selection is the homogeneity
of a. Since uniform expansion of the grating translates into a
scale change, which can be calibrated out of the data, it is the
spatial variations of a which will degrade the performance of
the sensor. In this respect fused silica is much better than ULE.
According to Barnes* the total variation of a is 5x10 -9 K -1 for
fused silica and 15x10 -9 K -1 for ULE. Fused silica has also more
favorable thermal diffusivity and conductivity, which helps mini-
mize thermal gradients. It can be concluded that fused silica is the
preferred material for the grating.
To evaluate the thermal effects, assume that we encounter the full
excursion in a of 5x10 -9 K -1 over a linear FOV of 5 cm. The non-
linear thermal expansion can be thus estimated:
dx = la Ax	 (4-40)
W.P.Barnes, Jr., Chapter 4 in "Applied Optics and Optical Engineering"
Vol. 7, R.R.Shannon and J.C.Wyant, eds. (Academic Press, 1979)
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TABLE 4-3
THERMAL PROPERTIES OF ^USED SILICA AND ULE
Fused Silica	 ULE
a (10 -6 K -1 ) at 300K	 0.56	 0+0.03
a (10 -6 K -1 ) at 140K	 0
a homogeneity (10 -9 K -1 )	 5	 15
Specific heat ( J/kg.K)	 741	 766
Conductivity (W/m.K)
	 1.37
	
1.31
Diffusivity (10 -6m2 /s)	 0.840	 0.777
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O (Sx10-9)x(Sx10-12m
2.5x10 Am = 2.5R
Thus we arrive at a thermally induced dimensional variation of
2.5R/K spread over the full FOV. Even if the error was correlated
over the whole area, it still agrees with the required accuracy,
since a temperature gradient of less than 0.2R/K in fused silica
can surely be maintained.
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4.S.2 Grating Drive
The best candidate for the grating drive mechanism is a magnetic
bearing linear motor assembly. This technology is being developed
for precision machining of optical surfaces and is at an advanced
state of maturity.* The technique uses magnetic fields to suspend
the moving parts between a set of rails. An axial drive force is
generated by applying currents to a control coil on the moving part.
Since there is no mechanical contact between the rails and the
grating, any vibrations in the support structure can be greatly
atte:.uated. Highly accurate control of the grating can be obtained
by closed loop control of the driving currents. Using a laser
interferometer position sensor, accuracies of better than 80 nm
at driving speeds from zero to 10 cm/min have been reported.* The
accuracy was essentially limited by the laser interferometer: when
the resolution of the interferometer was extended by a factor of 30,
the linear drive system resolution was measured as better than 8 nm.
There is no doubt that in the acoustically benign environment of
space the grating motion can be even better stabilized. Space
operation has another advantage: the weightless grating assembly
can be supported by weak magnetic fields. Relatively large forces may
may be required only when the direction of motion is reversed; but
the average driving power is very small.
4.5.3 Active Grating Position Control
In addition to motion stabilization and vibration attenuation,
functions which are performed by the magnetic drive assembly,
it is necessary to accuratel y monitor the position
* Barkman, W.E. 1978. "The Linear Motor Slide Drive System,"
Proc. SPIE 159, p. 25
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of the grating relative to the optical axis of the primary mirror
so that slow position drifts can be sensed. The source of such
drifts can be thermal dimensional instability and electronics drift.
A convenient laser position sensing scheme is described in Fig. 4-8.
The distance from reference surfaces on the rim of the mirror to
retroreflectors on the grating assembly is measured. The distance
measuring interferometer is a variation on the proven Hewlett-Packard
interferometer technology and allows the use of a single laser with
multiple sensors. This arrangement allows absolute positioning of
the grating assembly in the focal plane to sub-wavelength accuracies.
4. 6 Optical Form
Several optical forms were evaluated, single element as well as two-
mirror designs. The forms included the parabola, a Rosin system
(parabola and refractive corrector near the focus), off-axis parabola,
a Schmidt system, and a super-achromat doublet. The system performance
was studied with the ACCOS V lens-design computer program. An immedi-
ate conclusion was that refractive elements are not uniform and
stable enough to maintain the extreme accuracies required over the
mission duration (S years). Using data for the variation of the index
of refraction with temperature and for the effects of radiation and
aging (cf. also Fig. 2-4) we found that the induced errors are several
orders of magnitude greater than the measurement goal. Thus refractive
systems, which are corrected for coma, are precluded in tilis application.
Next, an off-axis parabola was compared with a centered system. PSF
analysis showed that the off-axis coma enlarges the PSF more than the
central obscuration of the centered system. The off-axis system is
also disadvantageous concerning size and weight. ;,us we did not
identify a system setter than the parabola.
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4. 6 .1 Evaluation of Optical Performance
Evaluation of the optical performance of the parabola using ray
tracing included the following items:
- Centroid shift due to aberrations
- Radial energy distribution
- Variation of spot size across the FOV
Centroid shift due to aberrations can be a source of systematic
errors. The theory predicts that the centroid shift is proportio-
nal to the average wavefront. gradient. Coma, which is the major
aberration in our case, has a gradient which linearly increases
with field angle. The centroid shift due to coma is
where x  is the field position. For an f/16 telescope, at the
edge of a 10'x10' FOV, Ax=0.073 aresec.We searched for a non-linear
gradient dependency on the field, using 20 field points and 1000
ray traces for each. The centroids followed a linear curve limited
by the ray-trace accuracy of about 10 -5 aresec.
The radial energy distribution analysis compared the diffraction
limited PSF to the aberrated PSF. Fig. 4-9 shows the radial energy
distribution for the f/16 mirror at full field (5 1 ). The geometric
energy distribution indicates that more than 98% of the rays fall
within the Airy disk. Obviously, in this case diffraction dominates.
Fig. 4-10 compares the energy distribution due to diffraction and
aber r ations across the field for a f/16.5 parabola. The Airy diameter
o£a1 m mirror is indicated as well as the radial energy distribution
due to diffraction (the upper axis is used in this plot). The vari-
ation of the 100% and 90% encircled energy points across the field
are indicated along with the rms spot size (the lower axis is used
4-34
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here). It is apparent that this system is diffraction limited.
Since the theoretical limit on the position measurement accuracy
depends on the spot size, it is interesting to compare the rms
spot size of the diffraction limited PSF and the aberrated PSF.
The results are shown in Table 4-4 for f/16, f/8 and f/4, 1 m
diameter parabolas. Note that the spot size scales as f ` . The
copmarison is presented for the full S' field point and for
0.707 of full field, which is the median of the star field distri-
bution. The calculations assume a flat field and paraxial focus.
Shifting to best focus at 0.707 field will improve the spot size
slightly. The results show that the t/16 is indeed diffraction
limited. The spot size of the f/8 system increases by a factor
of 1.2 at .707 field and by a factor 1.7 at full field. The
f/4 system is dominated by the aberrations, which increase the
rms spot size almost 7 times at full field.
4.7	 Focal Plane Assembly
The focal plane assembly (FPA) includes the grating, the relay
optics, and detectors. A conceptual architecture which allows
deployment of parallel detectors is described here. This concept
is by no means the best solution but rather indicates how problems
arising from detector technology limits can be overcome. The concept
is illustrated in Fig. 4-11. It shows a relay lens imaging the
grating plane on a glass prism. The prism transmits the center of
the image and focuses the transmitted light on a detector. The rest
of the field is split by the prism, reflected and relayed to
imaging detectors. This arrangement accomplishes the following:
1. The target star, which is at the center of the FOV, is
detected by a fast, large dynamic range detector. The
high SNR signal can be used for high position measure-
ment, supplying an accurate reference signal for control-
ling the grating motion. An m a 7.3 target star produces a
J-3'
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TABLE 4-4
RMS SPOT SIZE FOR A 1 M DIA. PARABOLA
(aresec)
F No.	 16	 8	 4
Field
	
1
	
0.0602	 0.2399 0.9622
	
0.707 1 0.0424	 0.1694 0.6801
Diffraction limit 0.14	 0.14	 0.14
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count rate of 4x10 6 photons/s (at 10% total system
efficiency) with a photon-noise limited position accuracy
of 28x10 -6 aresec at 1 Hz.
2. The separation of the target star onto a dedicated detec-
tor reduces the dynamics range requirements significantly.
Assuming reference stars ranging from 13 to 21 magnitude,
a dynamic range of 2000 only is required, instead of 106.
3. The multiplicity of detectors reduces the demanding
spatial resolution requirements and increases the tempo=
ral resolution.
4. The relay lens provides also a relayed pupil. This pupil
can be apodized by a mask which matches the shape of the
obscuration caused by the focal plane assembly. There is
therefore no need for a cumbersome shade on the primary
mirror to block the area of the aperture which is not
common to all stars.
Grating Configuration
The construction of the grating was discussed earlier. Here we
discuss the grating line configuration regarding two aspects of
the design: the orientation of the lines and their separation.
The instruments of Gatewood and Jones use gratings which are
oriented perpendicular to the direction of motion. In this mode
of operation, measurements are conducted along a certain axis (x)
and then the grating or the whole apparatus is rotated in order
to obtain position measurements along the y-axis. For a space-
borne system this raises some problems:
1. Rotation of the FPA is complex and risky, and rotating
the whole telescope is wasteful both in energy and
observation time.
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2. Cross-coupling between the x-y coordinates will occur
since the accuracy to which the axes can be established
is several orders of magnitude away from the required
measurement accuracy. The cross-coupling effects can be
accounted for by data processing, but an error will occur
if the star field position varies substantially during
the elapsed time between x and y measurements.
These problems can be alleviated in at least two ways. A double-
barrel telescope, which uses two identical telescopes side-by-side,
has the best potential performance. This concept, which is attractive
in many ways, is discussed later. The other concept uses a grating
with lines at 45 0 to the direction of motion. The line inclination
changes by 90 0 every so often, as illustrated by Fig. 4-12. The
crossed grating still performs position measurements in an axis
perpendicular to the grating lines. The relative motion of a star
image consists of motion along the grating line, which causes no
modulation, and motion perpendicular to the lines, which gives the
modulation, as before with the simple grating. The measurement axis
switches as the star image switches between the th, +45 0 and -450
lines. The penalty paid because of the "dead" zones in-between is
relatively small. The gain is considerable: there is no need to
rotate the telescope or the grating, and the elapsed time between
x and y measurements is only a fraction of the integration time.
The line separation is a parameter which has considerable implication
on the measurement accuracy. The optimal separation is dependent on
the image size and on the position information retrieval algorithm.
The measurement accuracy depends on the modulation depth which
increases as the line separation increases. On the other hand, the
backgroi ,nd noise contribution also increases (relative to the signal),
as the photon collecting area (which should, match the line separation)
increases. As a result, a trade-off exists between noise and
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modulation depth, which is very sensitive to the algorithm, the
PSF and the detector configuration. It is safe, however, tu bound
the line separation between a minimum of one Airy disk diameter
and a maximum of about four. The latter number applies to the
centroid integrator algorithm. It is a*rived at by equating the
measurement error contribution due to clipping the tail of the
PSF to the error due to background and photon noise.
In the f/16 system, the grating has a maximum If 50 lines/mm. This
frequency doubles for an f/8 system (Sec. 6) but still is well
within the capabilities of ruling machines and, of course, photo-
lithographic techniques.
Detector Configuration
An important item in considering suitable detectors is the spatial
resolution or, equivalently, the optimal pixel size. The pixel
should be large enough to collect the star photons but as small
as possible to reduce the background noise. The minimum number of
pixels required to cover the star image is 4, since the image can
be centered either on a pixel or on a boundary between pixels. If
the detector pixel size is small compared to the Airy diameter, the
minimum number of pixels increases to 9: the center pixel and its
3 closest neighbors. Since the limiting noise in many cases is the
detector readout noise, it is advantageous to increase the pixel
size to about 1.5-2 times the Airy diameter. This assures that at
least 90% of the stir energy is collected by four detector pixels,
regardless of the star location o^ the detector array. The effect
of background noise can be minimized by matching the pixel size to
the grating line spacing. For example, if the line spacing is one
Airy diameter, it is best to make the pixel size exactly ? Airy
diameters. The average background flux on the pixel remains constant
as the grating moves.
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What effect does this rather coarse detector resolution have on the
ability to resolve and identify each star in the FOV? - Assuming
1.0 3 stars, an Airy diameter of 0.28 aresec, and a 10' FOV diameter,
the area covered by the stars is only about 2x1.0 -4 of the detector
area. The average separation between stars is about 140 Airy diameters.
The probability for stars to be separated only by a fQw pixels is
very small indeed!
The baseline configuration splits the field into quadrants. Assume
a pixel size of 0.55 aresec (2 Airy diameters); then each detector
requires about 540x540 elements. Detectors of this size are well
within current CCD technology. Assuming a low-noise device with
1 MHz readout rate the serial frame rate is 3.4 Hz. It is possible,
however, to considerably exceed this rate by reading out selected
lines only, or by designing the device with parallel video output.
Current CCD technology can be exemplified by the .-age sensor
developed for the NASA Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) program,
in a joint effort by JPL and Texas Instruments. This device, which
will be used on the Lockheed C000rdinated Filtergraph Spectrograph
experiment, has 1024x1024 elements, 1 MHz readout rate, 20 noise
electrons per pixel, and a dynamic range of 10 5 . The dark current
is 0.3 electrons/sec at 2000K.
An alternative detector, which allows random access to blocks of
pixels is the Charge Integrated Device (CID). This detector can
achieve higher frame rates due to its random access capability.
Developed by General Electric, it approaches a quantum efficiency
of 501 at 0.5 um and so far is available in sizes of up to 388x488
pixels. A device with 512x512 pixels, hardened for space applications,
is under development.
4-44
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Effects of Detector Non-Uniformities
The requirement of simultaneous position measurement of a large
number of stars mandates detection at an image plane, since only
there can the stars be resolved and identified. The detector signal
as described by equations (4-18) and (4-19) is a function of the
product of the irradiance distribution E(x,y,t) and a generalized
aperture function a(x,y) which includes the relay optics, PSF,
as well as spatial variations in the detector responsivity. The
latter is a serious potential error source, since the candidate
detectors (PMT or solid state devices) will exhibit large spatial
and temporal variations in response relative to the intended
accuracy of the instrument.
This problem can be eliminated if detection can be performed in
the pupil plane rather than in an image plane. In this case, the
product E(x,y,t)a(x,y) is converted into a convolution E*a and
the spatial variations in the detector responsivity do not intro-
duce a measurement error. Unfortunately, the stars are not resolved
in a pupil plane, and it is required therefore to devise a way by
which resolution is preserved and, at the same time, an effect
approximating pupil plane detection is created. Essentially, it is
required to "scramble" the star light after it passes through the
grating, in such a way that the image of the grating will appear
diffuse in the detector plane. There are several methods of achiev-
ing this effect, and all incur a penalty of increasing the effective
detection area and admitting more background light. The most ob-
vious solution is to design the relay lens such that it does not
resolve the grating. This is guaranteed if the apodized stop matches
exactly the relayed pupil size. In this case the F No. of the relay
optics is given by
where F r and F  are the focal ratios of the relay optics and the
4-4S
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primary mirror, respectively, and m is the magnification of the
relay optics. It is easy to see that the lens cannot resolve the
grating lines, if the lines are spaced by one Airy diameter. The
resolution of the lens is 1.44 XF r , or , equivalently, m(2.44XFp),
with the obvious result that as long as the numerical apertures ave
matched the relay lens cannot do better than the primary mirror
resolution. There is, therefore, a fundamental difference between
a detector which is in proximity to the grating, and a detector
which is in proximity of a relayed image of the grating. In the
first case, as the grating moves across the detector, different
parts of the detector sense the transmitted light. In the latter
case, since the grating is unresolved, the light transm..Lted by
the grating is spread over the detector. Since the grating diffracts
light it is advantageous to use relay optics with a numerical
aperture larger than that of the primary mirror, so that several
diffraction orders can be collected. There is a trade-off then
between the grating spacing and the relay lens resolution: the
effects of detector non-uniformity are less important as the grating
line spacing increases.
Additional blurring can be obtained by defocussing the relay lens
slightly. Since the stars are separated on the average by many
Airy diameters, identifying and resolving them is not a problem.
Defocussing is more effective as the numerical aperture of the relay
lens increases since the depth of focus decreases.
To conclude, detector non-uniformities are not detrimental to the
measurement accuracy, and the penalty paid by admitting more back-
ground ligh t_ onto the detector is not severe since for most stars
the limiting noise is photon noise, not background (cf. Fig. 2-7).
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Cooling
The focal Plane should be cooled if non-intensified CCD detectors
are used. It is also desirable to maintain the grating at a low
temperature to minimize the coefficient of thermal expansion of
the fused silica substrate. The optimal temperature is below 200K
and is well within the capacity of pas_;ive cooling systems. For
examples, the Infrared Handbook presents data on large area passive
coolers, including a system which maintained 100 K with a cold
patch area of 12 ft 2, a net cooling capacity of 1 w, with a radia-
tor diameter of 46 in.
Data Handling Requirements
It i3 expected that the astrometric telescope will have a certain
degree of on-board processing and autcncmy of house keeping
functions. The exact level of partition between on-board functions
and ground-contiolled functions is difficult to define at this
stage of the concept. It is easier to assess the load of data
processing.
the maximum frame rate of the detectors can be estimated from a
consideration of photon noise: 1/100 s of integration time yields
about 30 photons from a 15-magnitude star and a 1.00-Hz frame rate,
almost independent of the algorithm used, is a safe upper bound.
We assume on-board discrimination of the pixels which contain useful
information, which is a relatively simple function to perform. With
4 pixels per star and 10 3 stars, the useful information comes at a
maximum rate of 4x10 5 words per second.
As a comparison, consider the UARS observatory which is specified
with a maximum of 512 k bps data transfer rate through TDRSS or
GSTDN. :t appears that the astrometric satellite requirements can
be met with on-board-processing to cc-,,.press the data. A lower bound
on the data rate can be estimated by assuming a 1-Hz frame rate,
centroid calculations by on-board computer, and a star population
4-47
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of 100 stars, which results in a data rate of only 400 words/sec.
The preferred approach to signal processing is a Programmable
Pipeline Processor (PPP), which is an extremely efficient
architecture for serial processing of algorithms that do not
require any parametric update, or require updates at a low rate.
Such architecture can perform the centroid algorithms at rates
of the order of several Mbps, which is well within our require-
ments. A rather small computer is then required to handle house-
keeping functions and update the algorithm parameters.
4.8 Discussion of Measurement Error Sources
The photon-noise limited measurement error is given by
Q= 
X
SNR -1	(4-43)
where the signal-to-noise ratio is
SNR = D(wnNt)1/2
D is the mirror diameter, n the total optical efficiency, N the
photor. rate (photons/m 2 .$) and t the integration time. The
practical limit on accuracy is set by a multitude of other error
sources. We distinguis;, between systematic and random errors.
The systematic errors can be attenuated by calibration Procedures,
while the random errors can be attenuated by data averaging and
increased observation time. It is impossible to derive accurate
performance values without a system model and modeling the noise
processes. Within the scope of this study we addressed several
obvious error sources and tried to assess their impact using
some simplified assumptions, as discussed in the following sections.
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4.8.1 Grating Misalignment
Grating misalignment is a potential source of systematic errors. These can
be classified into errors which are linear with respect to the star position
in the FOV, and non-linear errors. The linear errors result in a scale change
or in a shift of the origin. These errors are taken out by means of an affine
transformation. The non-linear errors require higher-order modeling. Since
the instrument measures a large number of stars simultaneously, a higher
order model is possible in principle, but it is limited by the &NIR of the
instrument.
1n-plane Motion
Suppose after measuring the x-coordinate of a star, the ruling is turned by
900+0, where 0 is the error :Li question. (The z-axis is the optical axis).
The measured angule y-coordinate of the star is y' while the actual one is y.
The difference is
AY = Y I -Y=Y cos 0 - x sin - Y	 (4-45)
-Y 62/2 -x0
--x0
since 6 is presumably a small angle. For two stars, 1 and 2, the relative
y-coordinate error is
aYl - oY2 = (x2 -xl) 0
	
(4-46)
Let x2 -x 1=5 arcmin (a typical star separation in a 10x10 arcmin FOV). Then
the error is 10
-6
 aresec if
10-6aresec/5 arcmin	 (4-47)
= 0.6x10 -3 arc-cec
Rotation of a - 0 cm long ruling by this angle corresponds to a motion of the
tip (of the ruling) of abc-t 16 X only! - Mote that the error is linear with
field angle.
Tilt
Suppose the ruling is tilted by a small angle 0 as shown in Fig. 4-12. a star
at the field angle P will have an image at x' instead of x. Now
-50
09 = 9 ofT
(4-51)
OWSMAL PAGE 18
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(4-4ts)
Ir r _	 r'.
(4-50)
= LC 1	 - 1	 ]
cos 9 cos 0-
= 020 - L
The error in the measured field position is ax/L, which is quadratic in
field angle 0 and thus not a scale factor. For 9 =5 arcnin, ox/L=5x10-12
rad (=10-6 aresec), we have 0-2x10 -6
 rad = 0.S aresec, the allowable tilt.
Defocus
If the primary mirror-grating :istance changes by the amount 4f as shown
in Fig. 4-12" , then a star with field angle 9 will have an image centered
at x' instead of x. The measured position is then in error by the amount
This error is linear with field angle and thus a scale change which can be
taken out in data processing. A second order effect will be the aberration
balance. However, ray traces executed for even 250 A defocus showed no
detectable non-linearity. Focus can be controlled by thermal control of
the truss and active alignment to um accuracy.
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4.8.2 Grating Iine Errors
The grating lines are the scale by which the star positions are
determined, and irregularities in the lines result in a measure-
ment error.
The grating can vary in line center and line width. The line
center can be defined as the average over the FOV. The width
varies along the line and can be characterized in terms of average
and rms variation. The statistics can be taken over the full line
length o over an Airy diameter only. The errors can be further
divided into calibrated and uncalibrated errors. The measurement
accuracy (whether with optical microscope or SEM) is better than
the manufacturing accuracy, and direct calibration of the grating
geometry should improve performance. The production accuracy
depends, naturally, on the technology. Lithographic methods can
probably hold dimensional stability of 0.1 um or better. Ruling
machines can do better. The diamond turning machine developed at
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory is designed to achieve a displacement
stability of better than 2.5 R. The design specifications for
material removal (surface accuracy) are 0.027 um rms over 64"
travel of the diamond tool, and 0.01 um peak-to-valley accuracy
in the azimuthal direction, obtained by turning the work piece while
the diamond tool is stationary. The rms surface finish is better
than 0.004 um rms. This machine is controlled by laser interfero-
me .:rs and achieves local temperature stability of 0.001 0F.
In the light of the above, it is reasonable to assume that, given
the resources, the grating lines can be produced and calibrated
to an accuracy of better than 0.01 um rms, both in line center
and line width. Assuming that the errors in line center are not
correlated, about 2x10 4
 line crossings will be required to
reduce the error to 10
-6
 aresec (rms) with a 16 m telescope,
and 3x10 4
 crossings with a 3 m telescope. These numbers put
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a lower limit on the measurement bandwidth. For example, if the
integration time is 10 hours, the minimum frame rate is about O.S
Hz for the 16 m telescope, and 2 Hz for the 8 m telescope. These
rates are compatible with the proposed detectors.
4.8.3 Effect of Aberrations
Aberrations in the optical system have two major effects: 1. They
move the image position, and 2. they enlarge the PSF.
The image motion due to aberrations is not as severe a problem as
one might suspect: The centroid of the PSF is proportional to the
average gradient of the wavefront. As long as the mirror is uni=
formly illuminated, the average gradient depends only on the value
of the wavefront at the boundaries. This means that "bumps" on the
mirror will not shift the centroid! (This is another advantage of
using the centroid as image position paramet°r).
The spot enlargement directly impacts the SNk. While the exact
nature of the effect depends on the algorithm, to first order the
theoretical limit on accuracy is inversely proportional to the rms
spot size. This puts a limit on the F/number of the telescope for
a given desired performance. The angular spot size grows rapidly
ofi-axis as the focal length is reduced to below F/8 (cf. Table
4-4). This is why an F/8 system (or slightly slower) is proposed
and evaluated as baseline for a scaled-down astrometric telescope
(scaled down to save cost with minimum loss of performance) in
Sec. 6.
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4.8.4 Photon-Nome- Limited Integration Time
For the imaging telescope, the centroiding accuracy is
^	 1
a
=fib (4-43)
where
(SNR) 2 = (Tr 04)n Nt	 (4-44)
D the aperture diameter, &NR the (photon -noise-limited) signal -to-noise ratio,
n the photon efficiency, N the number of photons per unit area of the aperture,
t the integration time.
Suppose a reference frame accuracy of a is to be obtained using all stars in
the FOV with magnitude between m and M, and suppose n  is the number of stars
(in the FOV) with magnitude between i and (i+di). Then
M
N = 3.1x1010 Z ni10
-0.4i	 1photons.m- 2 S_ 1 1 (4-52)
i=m
Inserting N into Equ.(4-44), we have for the integration time
2	
M	 ^-1
t= C 2D ,
2 
a-2 L n 3.1x1010 Z ni10 -0.4ij 	 (4-52)
C M
If D is in meters, a in 10 -6 aresec, then
	
M	 .1
	
-2 rZ	 -0.411	
^t = 0.13D
-4
n
-1
a	 ni 1.0	 .J	 s	 (4-53)
M
For the baseline telescope, D=1. If we assume a total photon efficiency of 0.1
(factor 0.5 loss of photons by the Ronchi ruling, plus 20% photon and optical
train efficiency), a=1, m7-W15, then n1S=24, and t=15 hours. If stars between
15 and 21 magnitude are used as references, m= 15, M=21, and 7n i lo- 0.4i=10-4
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which gives t= 4 hours. The total photon efficiency of the astrometric telescope
may be as high as 20$, in which case t ;
 2 hours. We conclude that the inte-
gration time to establish a stellar reference frame to 1 micro °cs e c accuracy
requires between 1 and 10 hours integration time, depending on the choice of
reference stars and the system efficiency.
The image centroiding accuracy in a single frame is also limited by the grating
line accuracy. N grating crossings will (at least in theory, providing other
systematic and random errors are negligible) reduce the error by N-1/2 . If
the grating lines are measurable to 0.01 Um (cf..Sec. 4. 6.2), the integration
time for 10
-6
 aresec accuracy is
2
t =
	
10-8	
J 15x10 -12x16 V
(4-54)
where v the frame rate. For a frame rate of 10 Hz, the time is about 0.4 hours.
This is about 40% above
	 the value for an m=7.3 C total efficiency of 0.1 assu-
med) . Thus accuracy is limited )y line inaccuracy in this case. By contrast,
for much fainter stars, say m=15, the reverse is true. For the F/8 telescope,
The integration time limited by line accuracy, for the same conditions, is
a factor 8 higher than the photon-noise limited time (increase in spot size
due to increased coma taken into account) for the m=7.3 star. Still, for the
much fainter stars, the photon-noise limit dominates.
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4.9 Telescope Baseline System
Fig. 4-13 shows the overall design of the astr'ometric telescope in the
deployed configuration as well as stored in the Shuttle payload bay. The
overall length is 23.6 m and it includes an extended front baffle (sun
shade). Actual length of the sunshade is TBD from detailed straylight
analysis. The main structure is a graphite-epoxy monocoque shell in two
sections. In the stored configuration the sunshade is slid over the forward
section of the tele5:ope barrel which in turn is slid over the rear section.
As stored, the total length of the system is about 11 m - significantly
less than the Shuttle payload bay length (113 m). This deployed telescope
design is therefore volume efficient.
The foward section of the telescope barrel contains the focal plane, and
the rear section the 1 m diameter, solid OLE primary mirror (f/16) and its
support. There is no secondary mirror.
The spacecraft components are supported in a Gr/e structure to which the
telescope barrel is attached as shown in Fig. 4-13. The figure a1Go shows
how the system is attached to and supported in the Shuttle payload bay.
The 500 ft  (3.0 kW power) solar arrays are hinged from the spacecraft and
have two degrees of freedom for sun-tracking. In stored configuration they
fold underneath the spacecraft structure as shown in Fig. 4-13.
The resonant frequency of the telescope barrel is about 14 Hz; the frequency
can be increased by increasing the wall thickness of the barrel i.e. at a
weight penalty which increases rapidly with increasing frequency, as Fig. 4-14
shows ) .
The spacecraft is a new design and has the subsystems: Attitude Control
and Guidance (includes thrusters, torquers, attitude sensors, inertial
reference units); Electrical paver (solar arrays, batteries and power
conditioners);Propulsion (tankage, engines $ mounts, propellant); Command
Control and Communication (CD$H) (computers, recorders, receivers, transmitters,
antennas and multiplexers); and Thermal control (insulation MLI blankets,
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heaters, sensors and electronics; theimal door, pre-launch air-conditioning).
A .10 Weight
A weight breakdown of the system was made, based on direct calculations,
estimates, and comparison with comparable systems or subsystems. The results
are given in Table 4-5. The total dry weight is 3829 kg an-: includes a con-
tingency of 10%.
4.11 Cost
Cost estimates were generated parametrically, with judgments made for exotic
components. The development cost includes brassboards for components and
a prototype flight unit. No facilities requirements were identified and no
GFE. fhe cost summary for the Mission Equipment (telescope) is given in
Table 4-6. The total cost is about $13%1 in constant 1982 dollars. The
structure represents the major cost item because of size, deployment and
use of exotic materials (Gr/Ep).
A cost estimate was also generated for a suitable spacecraft, for which,
because of the size of the instrument, a new design was assumed. The RCM
cost is about $350M (compare: ST spacecraft, the SSM, cost is $336M). Thus
a total system cost (not including launch and operations) would be about
$480M. To reduce the total cost, therefore, a scaled-down imaging telescope
was considered which uses an existing low-cost spacecraft. This is disused
in Ch. 6 of this report.
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DEVEL. $ BB PRDTOFLT. TOTAL
1 m dia. primary, ULE, & support 2.4 2.0 4.4
FPA, Support and electronics 7.5 4.2 11.7
Motorized grating, electronics, software 9.0 5.5 14.5
Optics alignment, control and S/W 7.9 4.8 12.7
Telescope structure 28.2 8.6 36.8
Telescope thermal 2.8 0.7 3.5
Design, development, hdw.	 subtotal 57.8 25.8 83.6
GSE, (E & STE 5.6 i.7 7.3
Integration $ Test 8.3 4.2 12.5
Systems Engineering, Q.A., Reliability 11.9 5.1 17.0
Program Manag.t $ Data 6.6 2.9 9.5
TOTAL. 90.2 39.7 129.9
Mission Equipment only
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S. INTERFEROMETER-TELESCOPE COMPARISON
5.1 Summary
Principal characteristics of the two systems are listed in
Table 6-i which highlights the main differences as well as
s imi lari ties .
Overall size and weights are similar, the interferometer being
somewhat heavier due to the more complex optical system. The
instrument costs are, by contrast, quite different, the inter=
ferometer being more than twice as expensive.
The measurement techniques are of course quite different which
is reflected in the substantially different optical design,
the interferometer being more complex than the imaging telescope.
The interferometer relies on p recision measurements of a few
stars (four are assumed in our baseline concept design), whose
sufficiency needs yet to be established. The telescope averages
low accuracy measurements of many stars, in order to obtain the
same stellar reference frame accuracy as the interferometer.
Whil_ the interferometer is more sensitive than the imaging
telescope, as reflected in the lower photon-noise limited
integration time, the interferometer faces two difficulties in
obtaining sufficient accuracy: one lies with the instrumental
errors, the other with the fact that only a few stars can be
observed simultaneously. Due to the instrumental errors, the
feasibility of the interferometer is questionable and a conceptual
breakthrough seems required. By contrast, the imaging telescope
is within the state-of-the art, although an optimal design requires
study and would benefit from further advances in solid state
detectors.
for so,ue scenarios
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5.2 Comparison of Speed
The centroi ding accuracy of the astrometric telescope is
G
	
A	 1	 (5-1)T 2DT SRIF_
and of the interferometer
_	 1
^I	 2nL SNRI	 (5-2)
(the subscripts T and I refer to Telescope and Interferometer,
respectively in all that follows). D T is the mirror diameter of
the telescope, L the baseline separation of the interferometer
end mirrors ( diameter D I ), SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio, which
in the photon-noise limit is
SNR = A^ nNt
	 (5-3)
where A the collecting area, n the total photon efficiency, N
the rate of photons to the aperture (photons.m ` s -1 ), and t the
integration time.
The speed of the instrument will be compared in terms of the time
required to establish a reference frame of n stars to the accuracy
a = 10 -6 aresec. The comparison .an be made in several. ways. As
shown in Appendix B, N is the photon rate from all n scars. Thus
n
N =^ Nk	 (5-4)
1
where Nk is the rate from the k-th star. A fundamental difference
between the telescope and the interferometer is that the n stars
are observed simultaneously by the telescope, each using the full
,aperture, whereas in the in^_rferometer they share the aperture
5-4
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spatially or temporally. Consider two cases: (I) The stars are all
of magnitude m; and (II) the stars range from magnitude m to M.
(I) All stars of magnitude m in FOV
In this case
NT=3.1x1010-0.4mnm
	
[photons.m- 2 S -1 1
	
(5-5)
where nm is the number of stars with magnitude between m and (m+dm)
in the FOV (cf. Fig.1-1). For the interferometer, if we assume that
the stars share the full aperture equally
N I = 3.1x10 10-0.4m	 (5-6)
Thus
t  s ,rL 1 1 1 A I 1	 (5-7)
tt I D`T' r" T AT n 
For the two baseline systems, the first factor in (5-7) is about
2200. If we assume the same collecting areas and photon efficiencies
for the two instruments (one basis of comparison among several!),
then
T = 2200/n	 (5-8)
ti	
m
Using a 10x10 arcmin FOV and 25 15th magnitude reference stars,
the interferometer is a factor = 90 faster than the telescope.
If on the other hand we assuw,e all 21st magnitude stars in the FOV
to be reference stars, then the ratio is about 2.
If we assume instead of equal effective areas, equal physical
areas of the primary mirrors, then A I /AT= 2 -1/2 since the interfe-
rometer end mirrors are tilted 45 0 to `:he line of sight. In that
case the ratio of integration times is by the same factor smaller.
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An equally valid basis of comparison would be to assume that the
two end mirrors of the interferometer are circular flats of the
same diameter as the telescope mirror; then A I /ATa 2 1/2 , and the
ratio of integration times is greater by the same factor than
in (5-8). Other bases of comparison may be assumed.
(II) Reference stars not the same
Suppose that all stars in the FOV with magnitude between m and M
define the reference frame. Then
M
NT= 3.1x10 10 n i 10 -0.4i	 (5-9)
m
whereas	 M M
N I = 3.1x10 10 ni10-0.4i /Z n l	 (5-10)
m
m
If the collecting area is the same for both sensors, then
t T	 N
= 2200/'^ , . i X5-10)tI	
m 
=3100. In the "worst" case (equal total physicalIf m= 5, M=?1,^n 
mirror area of the sensors), t T/t I = 2200/ 3100,2 1/`= 0.5 . In con-
clusion the interferometer is a factor between 1 and i00 faster
than the telescope on the basis of photon-noise limit and equal
photon efficiencies, and assuming that all stars share the inter-
ferometer aperture area equally.
Fig. 5-1 compares the speed of the two instruments on the
following basis:
1. The FOV is 1 0x10 arcmin
2. All stars in the FOV with magnitude m to (m+dm)
are used, m>15 (case I)
3. All stars in the FOV with magnitude greater than
1^ are used icase II).
1E
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4. The effective areas are in the ratio AI/AT=2-1/2
S. The photon efficiencies are the same, 20%.
6. The stars share the interferometer aperture
equally.
7. The reference frame accuary is 10 -6 aresec
(nominal goal).
We see that the enormous advantage in speed of the interferometer
is gradually offset as the number of stars of the reference frame
increases and the stars become fainter. Eventually, if all stars
in the FOV with magnitude 15 to 21 are used, the speed of the
two instruments is comparable. In the case of the interferometer,
it is probable that no more than 3-4 stars will be measured
simultaneously. A possible aperture geometry is shown in Fig.3-4 .
Suppose now that we compare the speed of the instruments on the
basis of measuring (centroiding) a faint target star. The star
will presumably use one of the larger of the two sets of sub=
apertures in Fig. 3-4. If D= .9m, then we have A T/A I = 3, and tT/tI
= 2200/ 3 =733.
Photon Efficiency
The telescope using a transmission grating loses 50% of all
incident photon... Further loss by the optics is difficult to
estimate at this stage - as it is for the interferometer. FOr
simplicity we night assume the losses to-be the same, although
there are more reflecting surfaces for the interferometer to be
considered. If we assume the interferometer visibility factor
to be 0.6, the ratio of the photon efficiencies is .5/.62=1.4
in favor of the telescope. Futhe rmore, means of recovering the
other 50% of the telescope photons, at least in principle, e.g.
using a corrugated grating or, as suggested in Sec. 4, using
a dual-barrel telescope.
5-8
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Comparison of the instrument performances is likely to be contro-
versial due to the fact that the number and magnitude of required
reference stars is in question. It is probably safe to presume
that it depends on the observational task and may be less for
the interferometer, though how much less is not establishes.. If
the interferometer can do with a few (bright) reference stars, say
3-10 as suggested by Shao, then a heavy burden is shifted from
measurement accuracy of the system to data processing, analysis
and modeling. The question arises how many variables must be modeled,
and how successful is this approach compared with relying on the
averaging out of the irregular motions of a very large number of stars?
Clearly, these issues should be addressed.
5.3 Scaling
Because of the lower instrument cost and the feasibility with
state-of-the-art technology, the imaging telescope appears to
be the preferred concept of an astrometric satellite. To reduce
total cost, a scaled down telescope is investigated in Ch. 6,
resulting in a 1-m diameter, 8-m focal length system using the
Multi-Mission Modular Spacecraft as support system. The scaling
of cost and performance of the telescope is relatively straight-
forward. By contrast, a possible scaling of the interferometer
appears more complex.
Many error sou-ces identified for the interferometer can be
eliminated by star switching as described in Ch. 3. For planetary
detection a sufficiently bright star is always in the FOV to make
star switching feasible. In ap-3lications, where no such star is
available, the method seems uncertain. A larger baseline and
larger end mirrors would ease -he problem but increase the
5-9
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difficulties of manufacturing and maintaining the optical
tolerances. The reverse would be true by scaling down the
baseline and the end mirror size. Performance potential, as
given by the photon-noise limited integration time, is very
sensitive to scaling (integration time *r L -2 D -2 ). Scaling down
the interferometer would therefore have a significant impact
on this potential. In summary, the scaling of the interferometer
appears to be a more complex issue than for the imaging
telescope. With a smaller system an existing small space-
craft (e.g. the IX1MS) can possibly be used rather than designing
a new spacecraft. This issue deserves to be studied further.
6. SCALED-DOWN IMAGING TELESCOPE
LMSC-D870885
6.1 Summary
In this chapter we present the considerations leading to the
concept design of an imaging astrometric telescope of reduced
focal length. Since the astrometric telescope with a 1-m mirror
diameter and 16.5-m focal length was found feasible with existing
technology (cf. Ch. 4) but the total cost, sensor plus spacecraft,
excessive, a smaller system capable of utilizing an existing
spacecraft design is considered. Sec. 6.2 discusses options of
cost reduction, Sec. 6.3 the change in performance of a reduced
focal length, and Sec. 6.4 the concept design of a 1-m diameter
8-m focal length system.
he overall length
is a thermally
supporting the
is, in contrast
system (Sec. 4.7-
The system is illustrated in the frontiespiece: T'
is 13 m, total weight 2900 kg. The main structure
self-compensating, insulated stee p -aluminum truss
telescope tube and the spacecraft. This structure
with the full-length baseline 16.5-m focal length
4-9j, non-deployed.
The performance in terms of the baseline task integration time
is reduced re l ative to the f/16.5 system, by a factor 1.4. The
total cost of the satellite is, however, significantly reduced:
it is $148M ($92M for the telescope, $56M for the MMS plus S/C-
P/L integration) compared to $483M•
6.2 Cost Considerations
Total cost can be minimized by reducing the size, avoiding use
of exotic ma±erials and high-risk designs, using an "off-the-
shelf" spacecraft, and other means.
6.2.1 Reduction of Size
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(i) Focal length
Shortening the system has several advantages:
1. Deployment (which we suggested for the full-length
baseline, to maximize use of Shuttle payload volume) is
a non-deployed structure is simpler and less expensive.
2. The total weight is less, and requirements for
propulsion and attitude control capability are reduced.
3. The inertia ellipsoid is more nearly spherical
since the largest moment of inertia is reduced; therefore the
torques are smaller and the requirements for the ACS are
lower.
4. The structural stiffness and thereby the
resonance frequency of the truss are increased.
Disadvantages are
1. For the same mirror diameter and FOV the aberrations
are greater. However, in this case only the non-linear aberrations
are of concern.
2. There may be more straylight in the optical train
increasing the requirements for efficient baffling (e.g. 1.6nger
sunshade).
(ii) Mirror diameter
Reducing the mirror diameter, for example in the sane proportion
as the focal length (to keep the aberrations constant), has only
a small effect on the total system cost but a large
effect on performance, since the standard integration time is
proportional to D-4.
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6.2.2 Material Selection
Basic requirements for the structural material are
- high stiffness
- low weight
- low thermal expansion coefficient
- simple manufacturing techniques
- low cost
Metal matrix composites, now under development for space appli-
cations have superior thermal and mechanical properties but are
costly in terms of both, raw materials and design/manufacture
of structural members. These materials are non-isotropic, and
it is not known how their properties change with time in a space
environment.
Graphite-epoxy is further developed than metal-matrix and is
less expensive but also non-isotropic. Furthermore, the material
suffers from moisture abso.-tion and outgassing.
Metals, such as aluminum, steel, invar, titanium, are isotropic
materials with no outgassing problems. The manufacturing techni-
ques are well developed and the lcng-term behavior is known. The
bulk material is inexpensive, and stiff and thermally inert
structures can be made with them, although the bulk thermal/mechanical
propertries are- poorer than metal-matrixes of Gr/ep.
The concept of a space truss using Al-Steel combination is shown
in Fig. 6-1. Truss members for isosceles triangles; the longerons
are steel, the cross members aluminum. By properly choosing the
angles, a thermally self-compensating structure (no change in length
with uniform change in temperature) can be made. Unform temperature
can be achieved with a combination of multilayer insulation and
selective heat application.
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i6.2.3 Other Options
Cost may also be reduced by minimizing
- the degree of autonomy of the system (rely more
on ground control). The savings in system design
may be outweighed by increased program cost
- the number of degrees of freedom of the solar
arays
- the extent of (autonomous) optical alignment and
inertial and thermal control
The actual savings are difficult to assess at this conceptual
stage of definition of the instrument and mission objectives.
Concerning a shorter mission life, we considered the alternative
of a lower orbit than the minimum required for 5 years:
A. Lower orbit
For a lower orbit less orbit transfer propulsion is required i.e.
smaller engines, less fuel. A lower orbit also may give more
shadow observation time (cf. Fig. 2-3) If operating i,i the earth's
shadow is requirment (not established) the usable orbit time is
greater. However, the gain is rather small.
The radiation hazard for electro-optical components is lower in a
lower orbit (Fig. 2- 1f ); and finally, retrieval/rescue/reservice
cost is lower.
B. Same orbit
For the saine orbit altitude, a shorter mission duration implies
less
-propulsion for orbit mi_itainance
-solar array degradation (i.e. less requireme,it
for oversizing)
-less radiation exposure ,lowered requirement
for radiation hardening)
r-- - 3	 6-5
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The possible small cost advantages associated with a shorter mission
life seem to be outweighed by the loss in science utility: Reducing
for example, the lifetime from S to 2 years means loss of 3/S of
Vie programs. In addition, some programs, particularly extrasolar
planet detection, may be entirely unfeasible with a mission life
much shorter than S years.
6.2.4 Spacecraft
The choice of a suitable spacecraft is driven by cost and performance
requiremnts. The latter are outlined in Table 6-1. A possible choice
exists between the Multimission Modular Spacecraft (MKS) and the
System Support Module (SSM) of the Space Telescope. The SSM has
a greater payload capacity but lacks a propulsion system for orbit
transfer - which the MMS has. The SSM would also be more expensive
than the MMS, thus the MMS was chosen as spacecraft for a reduced
telescope system.
MMS Spacecraft_ - General Description
the baseline MMS is described by Table 6-2 and Fig. 6-2. The MMS is
modular, and the subsystems are: the central support structure and
the payload interface ring; the modules for electrical power handling
and storage, for attitude control (ACS), communications and data
handling (CD$H), and for propulsion. User-supplier mission-peculiar
equipment is
- solar arrays
- antennas
- additional batteries & equipment
The MMS has standare interfaces for ground checkout, test procedures,
deployment and retrieval, and on-orbit module-interchange.
6-6
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TABLE 6-1
SPACECRAFT REQUIRB4WM
Cost
Payload capacity
Launch vehicle compatibility
Design life
Attitude control
Electrical Power
Command and Data Handling
Orbit transfer
Less then $7SM
Greater than 4000 lb
Shuttle, others desirable
S years
Drift less than 1 aresec/min
1-3 kW; 1 kW average to user
STDN, TDRSS compatible
150-350 n.mi.
6-7
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TABLE 6-2
MrLS BASELINE SPECIFICATICNS
Payload capability
	
-10,000 lb (Shuttle)
Life	 5 years
Launch vehicle compatibility 	 Shuttle, Delta, Atlas, Titan
Attitude Control	 3-axis stabilized, IRU, Star Trackers
Pointing accuracy better than 10 -S deg*
Pointing stability better than 10 -6 deg*
20 in.oz. max torque; 15 ft.lb.s momentum
storage
Electrical power 	 3 kW peak, 1.2 kW average, 22-35 V DC
(2) 20-Amp.hr , or (3) SO Amp. hr. batteries
CD&H	 STDN-TDRSS compatible;
2 Mbits stored data dump rate
108 or 109 bits tape recorders
Propulsion
	
Modules PM-1 through PM-VII (cf. Table 6-3)
Weight	 2000 lb dry w/o solar arrays, antennas
(user-defined)
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Propulsion
Transfer nf the system to the operational orbit (300-350 n.mi.)
can be achieved in two ways: By the Shuttle, which would require,
as Fig. 6-3 shows, an addiional OMS kit. The addition would limit
the payload capacity of the Shuttle.(We anticipate that the
astremetric telescope will not be the only payload). Alternative-
ly, the system's own propulsion unit could be used.
Transfer from an altitude h l to h 2 requires a velocity change
of
ov - 7.92 h^ (1 + h l/RE ) -3/2 Ikm.s -1, (6-1)
E
where RE the radius of the earth. The fuel requirement depends
on ov, the payload mass m, and the fuel efficiency, the specific
impules Isp:
1
m [exp( Avg) - 1]
Sep
(6-2)
where g-9.81 m/s 2 . All except the most powerful propulsion module
of the MMS use hydrazine monopropellant for which I sp = 230 s .
Since the exponent in (6-2) is small compared with unity, we have
approximately
u/m = 0.0005 h 2 - 0.075
	
(6-3)
where h 2 is in n.mi. Table 6-4 shows the fuel requirements as a
function of payload mass and orbit altitude, for h 1=150 n.mi.
(Shuttle handoff). The mass of the 8-m focal length telescope is
5700 lb (dry). For a transfer to 350 n.mi. (probably an upper limit;
the required fueld is 570 lb. The module PM-lA is thus sufficient
for a one-way transfer.
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TABLE 6-3
FUEL REQUIREMENTS
(lb hydrazine)
Orbit Altitude (n.mi.)
2S0 275 300 325 350
Payload mass	 (lb)	 2000 98 123 149 17S 201
4000 196 246 297 349 401
6000 294 369 446 S23 602
8000 392 493 S9S 698 803
10000 490 616 743 873 1003
6-12
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;ABLE 6-4
IM4S PROPUiSION SYSTEMS
Propellant Cost (est)
170 lb hydrazine -
588 -
660
	 " -
974 .8-1.94
974 .SS-1.25M
974 1.1-1.9M
1130 bi-propellant 1.6-1.9M
Module
PM-I
PM-IA
-II
-III
-IV
-V
-VI
Comments
Insufficient for
transfer to 3S0 n.mi.
Maximnn baseline standard
Added tank
Structure mod.s required
Payload interface mod.s
6-13
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A two-way transfer may be desired, for example for the purpose
of refurbishing the telescope after several yeas.;. The required
fuel is slightly less than twice that for a single transfer.
The module PM-V may be adequate for this application. If a greater
capacity is desired (two way transfer plus orbi t. adjust, for exam-
ple), the PM-VI may be appropriate. The greater I sr value (300 s)
and volume (1130 lb) for that module are equivalent to about 1470
lb hydrazine - more than adequate for a two-way transfer between
150 and 350 n.mi.
Attitude Control
Gravity gradient and cross orbit torques are large for elongated
structures like the astrometric telescope. THe torque is approxi-
mately
T 
= T (I11-133) n 2	 (6-4)
where I 11 and I 33 are the largest and smallest moment of inertia,
and a is the orbital angular velocity (10 -3 rad.s -1 ). The more
nearly spherical the inertia ellipsoid, the smaller the torque.
To maintain the system pointed at a star, the ACS must provide
sufficient torque to counterbalance the gravity-gradient and
cross orbit torque. For the 8-m focal length telescope, we find
1 11 =13,000 kg.m 2 , I 33 =4000 kg.m 2 , and
T a 0.014 N.m	 (6-5)
= 2 in.oz
The MMS has an adequate torque of 20 in.oz. However, the momentum
storage is only 15 lb.ft.s; therefore the torque of 2 in.oz. can
be sustained for only 24 minutes. An increase in the momentum
storage is thus required. a factor 2-3 increase can be achieved
withort significant cost differential.
6-14
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An issue to be further studied is whether guiding with geomagnetic
torquers rather than momentum wheels is required. The geomagnetic
tor quers would introduce no vibration but a spacecraft modification
would be required. A simple torgL 4 ng system is a set of coils wound
at 45 0 to the optical axis of the telescope, on the.outside of the
vehicle. Three,coils are required as a minimum, each arranged 1200
from either of the other two. The minimum current each coil must
carry is
I - r/NBA sink
	
(6-6)
where N the number of turns per coil, B the magnetic flux, and
A the projected area of the coil perpendicular to the optical
axis; 0-45 0 . For N-1000, A-2 m 2 , B-1.0 -5 Wb.m -2 , r-0.01 N.m, we
find I-1 amp. An iron core could be permanently magnetized by
an initial current surge, and the large diameter coil could be
used as a vernier.
6.3 Performance
The reduction of the focal ratio of the telescope increases the
rms spot size of the stellar images, as discussed in Sec. 4.6.
While the f/16.5 system is diffraction-limited, coma enlarges the
spot size by a _`actor 1.2 at 0.707 of full field for an f/8 teles-
cope. If we assume that the measurement accuracy is proportional
to rms spot size, the f/8 system is by a factor 1.2 less accurate
than the £/16, and the integration time is correspondingly by
a factor 1.2 2 -1.4 (i.e. 401) longer. I ,r even shorter focal lengths,
the performance degrades rapidly, since spot size is proportional
to J number)	 for f 48. Since the system cost, however, does
not decrease in the same proportion, there is an optimal f number
fi
	 which may be determined in a detailed systems trade in further
studies. We shall assume a baseline system of 8-m focal length.
6-1S
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6.4 8-meter Focal Length Telescope
A conceptual design of a 8-m focal length telescope (1 m mirror disaster) is
presented here. As discussed below, the cost of the imaging telescope varies
slowly with mirror diameter, and the choice of an f/8 system is not necessarily
optimal in terms of performance and cost. It is presented as a baseline pri-
marily because the total cost lies just below a nominal ceiling of $104.
The concept is shown in Fig. 6-4, and the frontispiece (artist's conception).
The primary subsystem of the concept are (i) the structure, (ii) the optics
including primary mirror and support, focal plane and support, and baffles;
(iii) the MMS•spacecraft, with propulsion module PM-lA, and user- defined
solar arrays and antennas. The overall length, including sunshade, is about
13 m. The all up weight is 6300 lb which includes 588 lb of propellant for
orbit transfer (one way).
6.4.1 Structure
The space truss, which provides structural and thermal stability of the teles-
cope is a self-compensating steel-alumimmn concept, consisting of a series
of isosceles triangles. The truss weight is 840 lb and the lowest resonance
frequency is about 30 Hz, above the anticipated measurement bandwidth of 1-10
Hz. The frequency can be further increased at the expense of increased weight
(thicker walls of the truss members), and tie Weight penalty
 increases quickly
with increasing weight (Fig. 6-5).
The principle of a self-compensating truss - a truss whose overall length (di-
rection of optical axis) does not change with a uniform temperature change, is
as follows. Two materials, with different thermal coefficients of expansion, a,
can be structurally combined in such a way that the effective expansion coeffi-
cient in one directio-i is near zero over a wide range of ambient temperatures.
Steel and aluminum are commonly selected, aluminum having nearly twice the
expansion coefficient than steel. Typically, as in the design, Fig. 6-4, the
longittudonal members are steel and the transverse onas aluminum, which form
the compensating structure. The steel joints are welded whereas the aluminum
z
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members are bolted together. For maxim stiffness the structure consists of
a series of isosceles triangles, each with the short leg of alumim n and t1m
two long legs of steel, equally inclined to the longitudonal (athermalized)
axis (which is the optical axis). As the temperature increases uniformly
over the truss, the steel members would cause the structure to-increase in
length. However, the apex angle of each triangle increases since alunimn
has a greater expansion coefficient than steel. By selecting the angle
properly, the decrease caused by the aluminum just cancels the increase by
the steel. Instead of steel -aluminum, steel-invar can also be used. The
apex angle would be different. A nearly uniform temperature can be achieved
by multilayer insulation of the truss and selective application of heat. The
anticipaued temperature control is in the range 0.1-1 OF, and the heat dissi-
pation a few ten watts.
6.4.2 Telescope
The telescope subsystems are (i) the primary mirror, 40" diameter, solid
ULE, parabolic, f/8; and a standard triple bi-pod support structure; (ii)
the primary baffle mask assembly, (iii) the light tube with baffles, non-
structural and thermally insulated; (iv) the focal plane assembly, including
ULE Ronchi ruling (50 cm length ;ZS*as width) and support/drive; detectors and
electronics; (v) the sunshade and thermal door. Thermal control of the payload
is provided by insulation blankets, sensors. and heaters.
6.4.3 Spacecraft
The spacecraft is &.e basline MILS with the w^aximum PM-lA propulsion module
for one -way orbit transfer, plus additional batteries, antennas, solar arrays.
The solar arrays (2 panels) have a total area of 350 ft 2 (3.5 kW power) and
one degree of freedom for sun-tracking.
6.4.4 Weights
A detailed weight break down is given in Table 6-S. The overall weights, which
include 101 contingency, are as follows:
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Telescope	 2749 lb
MKS (dry)	 1907
Mission peculiar equipment	 1058
Propellant (hydrazine) 	 588
total	 6302 lb
(2859 kg;
6. 4.5 Cost
A cost breakdown is shown in Table 6-6. The cost basis is as follows:
1. Development includes component brassfoards and a pmtoflight unit
2. The MW spacecraft is used without modifications
3. Launch and operations are not included
4. No new facilities were identified
S. Data processing on the ground (and software development for that
purpose) is not included. It is assumed to be part of the operations
cost of part of the PI budget.
The cost estimates were derived parametrically in 1982 $ and represent pix
type numbers associated with the current state of program definition. P
cost of $148M total is made up of mission equipment $92M, spacecraft •
user-defined equippment $41M, and payload-spacecraft integration $11
cost estimates for the payload are uncertain to about 25$; the MKS co.
on production rate and is uncertain by about 101. Thus the net unceraaii.
about 15%.
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TABLE 6-5
F/8 TELESCOPE WEIGHT ESTIMATES
Lb Kg
TELESCOPE
Structures 532.5
et1^ eri g truss 840
Primary baffle & Mask assembly 135
Light tube and baffles 135
Spacecraft adapter 64
Thermal Control 188.2Insulation brankets 120
Thermal control electronics 2S
Heaters and sensors 35
The mal door and drive 175
Air-conditioning (pre-launch) 40
Eracketry, etc. 20
^
optics 353.8
ary Mirror 540
Primary Mirror Support 240
Focal Plane Assembly (FPA) 145.2
FPA 160
Support 160
Command & Control Computer 60 27.2
Telescope total 2742 IiAA
MISSION PECULIAR EQUIPMENT
Antennas 45.4
High gain downlink dish (2) 60
Cabling, connectors, etc. 40
Electrical 434.6
Batteries	 (2) 180
Solar array including structure 450
Power conditioners ( added) 60
Charge controllers
	 (added) 48
Cabling, connectors, etc. 220
MPE total 12H H9
SPALiCRAFT 1907
1134
MMS dry
Propellant & pressurants 588
Grand Total 6302	 2895
6-21
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TABLE 6-6
F/8 TELESCOPE COST ($1982M)
MISSION EQUIPMENT
Optics & Support Structure 4.52
FPA, Support & Electronics 5.95
Motorized Grating, Electronics
& Software 13.10
Alignment system, Computer, S/W 7.47
Structure 21.63
Thermal & Doors 6.50
Design, Development & hardware 59.17
GSE, GHE & STE	 5.26
Integration & Test	 8.87
Systems Engineering, Q.A,
& Reliability	 12.06
Program Manag.t & Data	 6.72
ME total	 92.08
SPACECRAFT & INTEGRATION
MMS Bus
Propulsion Module PM1-A
S/C Simulator & GSE (on loan) 	 35.00
MMS Bus Integration & Test
Mission peculiar equipment
Solar arrays & batteries 	 5.00
Antennas	 1.00
Overall integration & test	 15.00
S/C & Integr. subtotal	 56.00
Grand tonal 148.))'
sxsxsx
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6.4.6 Variation of Cost with Mirror Diameter
Cost estimates were also prepared for 8-m focal length systems with 0.5 m
and 2 m mirror diameters. The results are shown in Fig. 6-6 (for the 2-m
mirror a lightweight construction was assumed). The payload cost varies
very slowly with mirror diameter, and, if a fixed spacecraft plus integration
cost is assumed (same as for the f/8 system), the total sensor cost even more
slowly.
A 0.5 m mirror system is probably not cost-effective because the system
is a factor 16 slower than with a 1 m mirror (there will also be significant
blocking of the FOV by the focal plane). A 2-m mirror telescope (f/4) has
si gnificantly more coma than the 1-m diameter, 8-m focal length system: The
rms spot size at 0.707 field is a factor 4 larger, therefore the accuracy
(assumed to be proportional to rms spot size) by the same factor worse. The
integration time for a 2-m system (8-m focal length) is thus about the same
as for - a 1-m, f/8 system since it is proportional to (spot size)2/(diameter)4.
Fig. 6-7 shows the variation of the merit parameter (cost x integration time)-1
(normalized to unity for the f/16 system) as s function of mirror diameter.
An optimun diameter may be found by detailed trade studies. We assume the f/8
system as an initial baseline.
6.4.7 ".ial-Barrel Telescope
A variant of the f/8 concept is two identical optical systems in a single
strscture (idential optical trains, focal plane, etc.) The x and y components
of stellar positions are measured simultaneously (the Ronchi rulings are in-
clined 900 to each other) instead of sequentially. The concept offers these
advantages:
1. No coupling of x-and y-measurement errors
2. No rotation of telescope or focal plane
3. Built-in redundancy (if one system fails the other
can still measure x and y by rotating the telescope)
Table 6-7 shows a cost estimate for a dual-barrel telescope (payload only).
The cost is 231 above that of a single-barrel telescope (1 m mirror diameter
always assumed). The cost increase is modest because there is only one optical
design, and computers and alignment systems are shared. (Additional software
is charged to the second barrel because of increased software complexity).
6-23
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TABLE 6-7
DUAL BARREL F/8 TELESCOPE COSTS
($1982M)
MISSION EQUIPMENT
	 BASIC TELESCOPE
	 SECOND BARREL
	
TOTAL
Optics $ Support Structure	 4.5	 1.8	 6.3
FPA, Support & Electronics 	 5.9	 1.7	 7.6
Grating, Electronics & S/W 	 13.1
	 3.5	 16.6
Alignment, Computer $ S/W 	 7.5
	 1.S (S/W)	 9.0
Telescope Structure	 21.6
	 3.9	 25.5
Thermal & Doors 	 6.5	 1.5	 8.0
Design, Dev.t, H/W	 59.1	 13.9	 73.0
GSE, GHE, STE	 5.3
	
0.8
	 6.1
Integration & Test
	
8.9
	 2.5	 11.4
Syst. Eng., Q.A., Rel.	 12.1	 2.7	 14.8
Prog. Managt. & Data
	 6.7	 1.6	 8.3
ME Total
	 92.1	 21.5	 113.6
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KINDIRECT VERSUS DIRECT DETECTION OF EXTRA-SOLAR PLANETS
In a previous study the feasibility of direct detection of extra-
solar planets with an earth-orbiting instrument was studied. As
in the present study, two competing instruments were evaluated
for feasibility and compared, and again, the two instruments were
an imaging telescope and an interferometer. Similarities as well
as differences between the two sets of instruments are highlighted
in Table A-1.
The main problem of direct detection is to reFolve the star and
planet images, the planet being close to and much fainter than the
parent star. The two methods of separation of the images were:
For the imaging telescope (APOTS), which operates in the vi ible
part of the spectrum, the diffraction wings of the star image
were reduced in intensity by apodizing the telescope ap ,^ rture. For
the interferometer (IRIS), which operates in the infrared (261,m',
the star image was nulled out by pointing the optical axis of the
interferometer at the star and rotating the interferometer about
its axis.
While there were no questions concerning the feasibility of the
interferometer, but substantial challenges such as long-term
cooling of the primary mirrors to 30 K, the imaging telescope
concept was beset with the apparently insurmountable difficulty
of manufacturing and maintaining a very smooth mirror surface. In
the visible, mirror ripple causes light from the parent star to be
scattered to the diffraction wings to such as extent that the
theoretical performance potential derived from apodization, could
not be achieved to within several orders of magnitude, as measured
in integration time for the baseline task: detection of a Jupiter
mass planet around a Sun-like star at 10 parsecs. The estimated
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integration time for the two instruments was in the ratio
interferometer:telescope - 1:100.
"Systems Level Feasibility Study for the Detection of Extra-
Solar Planets", Vol. 1: Infrared Interferometer (IRIS),
Vol. 2: Apodized Telescope (APOTS). LMSC-D676425 (July 1979).
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